
Swiss Re CUO: 1.1 will go from “hard to even harder”
Swiss Re’s chief underwriting officer Thierry Léger has landed 

at Monte Carlo predicting further rate rises at 1 January as the 
industry enters a phase of “heightened volatility”. 

Speaking exclusively to The Insurer TV, Léger said the 
positive rate momentum witnessed this year will continue 
and “there are very many good reasons 
for that”.

Until this year, property cat reinsurance 
rates typically struggled to match 
the uplift seen in both specialty and 
retro classes since 2018-19, prompting 
descriptions of a “U-shaped” market.

But the 1 January 2022 renewal saw the 
market shake off its slumber and excess 
of loss  property treaty underwriters 
have enjoyed success in maintaining that 
momentum throughout the year.

This is especially true in cat, where a squeeze on capacity, 
climate change impact concerns, the preponderance of 
“unmodelled” loss events in 2021-22 and the inflationary 
economic gloom have created a rating rethink. 

As a consequence, the Guy Carpenter US Property 
Catastrophe ROL Index increased almost 15 percent 
for January 2022 through July 2022 renewals – the most 
significant shift since 2006. But Léger said rates – and terms 
– will continue to firm into 2023.

 “I think that the market will go from 
hard to even harder,” he asserted.

“There were many bad years and we 
have really protected the volatility of our 
clients. And then Covid came – another 
one to digest – and now the [Ukraine] 
war,” Léger said.

“So we have, in my view, entered 
a phase of heightened volatility and 
uncertainty, more than before and of 
course, we have many other items coming 
on top of that, such as inflation, supply 

chain problems, and so on,” he explained.
“So this is clearly an indicator of a market where demand 

will be up in an environment with more risk and therefore, I 
would expect the prices to go up further.”

Property cat teeters on edge of true hard market
The Atlantic may have been quieter than usual so far this 

hurricane season, but an inflation-led perfect storm is brewing 
for property cat reinsurance which is sure to dominate discussions 
in Monte Carlo this week as brokers begin the task of trying to line 
up sufficient capacity to get their clients home in the key 1 January 
renewal season.

After a mid-year renewal that for many cedants – especially 
in the Southeast US – was the hardest and most challenging 
in memory, the consensus is that the broader cat treaty sector 
is not yet in true hard market territory.

But the strong expectation is that the key dynamics at 1 
June and 1 July will dictate the outcome of the upcoming 
renewal too, with reinsurer retrenchment coinciding with 
growing demand from buyers amid concerns on both sides 
over the impact of climate change and Continued on page 14
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Acrisure Re’s recent involvement in the 
launch of Cajun Underwriters Reciprocal 

Exchange (CURE) was part of a move to 
strategically align with six to eight carriers 
and MGAs in the critical cat arena from the 
Carolinas to Texas, The Insurer can reveal.

According to sources, the move is 
part of a holistic approach to bring 
much-needed capacity to providers of 
insurance – especially in the 
homeowners space in the 
Southeast – that will enable 
them to provide insureds with 
viable options beyond state-
sponsored plans amid the 
current property cat crunch.

The approach is aimed not 
only at accessing the fullest 
range of capacity sources, but 
also at freeing up capital to enable 
better-quality companies that are 
currently hamstrung to get back on the 
front foot of growth.

Last week, The Insurer reported that 
CURE successfully placed more than 
$200mn in cat reinsurance limit through 
its broker Acrisure Re as it assumed a 
book of homeowners and dwelling fire 
business from failed carrier Americas in 
Louisiana.

Acrisure Re’s role is understood to 
have gone beyond that of a transactional 
broker, however.

CURE is a joint venture between 
Southeast homeowners specialist carrier 
SafePoint and ClinchPoint Holdings 
– which is affiliated with Accident 
Insurance Company, a New Mexico 
carrier led by Bill and Bob Arowood, 
who also run Appalachian Underwriters, 
the MGA platform recently bought by 
Acrisure.

It launched to target significant 
opportunities initially in Louisiana 
following a major retrenchment 
of capacity – both insurance and 
reinsurance – after the frequency of 
hurricanes in 2020 and the severity 
of Ida last year led to several insurer 
failures, including Americas.

But it also launched at a time when 
capacity for Southeast critical cat is 

the tightest in recent memory, with 
reinsurers pulling back and looking 
to move away from lower layers of cat 
covers and quota shares that have 
been impacted by attritional losses. 
Sources said Acrisure Re – which last 
year launched its Acrisure Re Corporate 
Advisory and Solutions (ARCAS) unit – is 
also working with an MGU client that is 

looking to become a balance 
sheet insurance company.

The strategy of aligning with 
critical cat carriers and MGAs is 
understood to be spearheaded 
by Acrisure Re executive vice 
president Craig Darling.

This appears to be a response 
to the current property capacity 
crunch, especially for excess of 

loss (XoL) and quota share in critical cat 
zones in the US.

Capital stacks
Although details of other potential 
partners are not known, sources said 
it would make sense for Acrisure Re to 
target those with strong track records, 
technology and operating platforms 
that are able to integrate analytical 
capabilities with underwriting and risk 
management to drive profitability.

It would likely bring its own modelling 
and analytical capabilities to bear and 
help carriers to build their capital stacks 
by combining traditional reinsurance 
– including quota share and XoL – with 
industry loss warranties as well as 
county- and state-weighted products 
(CWIL and SWIL) and alternatives to 
increasingly expensive reinstatement 
premium protection covers. Capital 
markets solutions such as surplus notes 
could form part of the approach, as well 
as solutions like loss portfolio transfers 
and adverse development covers to 
tidy up balance sheets and make them 
more efficient. For that it is expected 
the firm will lean on the capabilities of 
its new ARCAS unit, which is led by Ben 
Canagaretna and operates across four 
pillars: strategic advisory, capital raising, 
legacy solutions and M&A.

Acrisure Re looks to strategically align 
with critical cat carriers and MGAs
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Neal and Carnegie-Brown 
cancel RVS plans
Lloyd’s CEO John Neal and chairman 
Bruce Carnegie-Brown have cancelled 
plans to attend this week’s Monte 
Carlo Rendez-Vous following the death 
of Queen Elizabeth II. However, the 
Lloyd’s building is set to remain open 
during a national period of mourning. 
Queen Elizabeth officially opened 
Lloyd’s current home at One Lime 
Street in 1986 and visited in 2014 to 
unveil a plaque to commemorate the 
market’s 325th anniversary. 

Brit CEO Wilson returns
Matthew Wilson is to return as group 
CEO at Brit Insurance tomorrow 
following a year-long leave of absence 
to undergo treatment for a rare form 
of blood cancer. Martin Thompson, 
who has served as interim CEO in 
WIlson’s absence, will remain on the 
board of Brit Syndicates Ltd, Brit’s 
Lloyd’s managing agent.

CCR Re grows GWP 15% in H1
CCR Re grew GWP by 15 percent to 
€764mn during H1, reporting a non-life 
combined ratio of 98.2 percent for the 
six-month period. As reported by The 
Insurer in June, French state-owned 
reinsurer CCR is pursuing plans to 
offload a minority stake in CCR Re, its 
open market international reinsurer.

Westfield secures $125mn  
Argo syndicate deal
Bermuda specialty insurer Argo has 
agreed to sell its Lloyd’s Syndicate 
1200 to Westfield Insurance for 
$125mn, representing around 0.81x 
book value. The deal will accelerate 
the build-out of Westfield’s specialty 
platform under Jack Kuhn, which is on 
course to write $250mn of premium in 
2022, its first full year of operation. 

Visit www.theinsurer.com for regular 
global (re)insurance market news 
throughout this year’s Rendez-Vous
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Much has changed in the three years since the last Monte 
Carlo Rendez-Vous.

Unfortunately, much of it is unwelcome. Only last 
week, came the terribly sad news of the death of Queen 
Elizabeth II (which led to Lloyd’s cancelling its Monte 
Carlo reception that was due tomorrow as a mark of 
respect). 

But the past three years have also witnessed the 
pandemic, war in Europe, nuclear threats, 
social unrest, recession fears, double-
digit inflation, market slumps, lockdowns, 
Taiwan tensions, strikes and the prospect 
of a European winter energy crisis.

Frankly, if a DeLorean time machine was 
parked between the supercars in Casino 
Square the queue to drive it back to 2019 
would stretch to the border.

However, there is one flicker of positivity relevant to 
us all – the improving health of the P&C sector over that 
time. Reinsurance may be playing catch-up but many 
specialty classes have enjoyed rate on rate since 2019.

Even if the wind defies predictions and doesn’t blow 
this year, few will dispute the confident predictions 
of reinsurers over the next few days of further rate 
at 1 January. Underwriters are more disciplined and 
emboldened. 

Aggregates have narrowed; capacity is valued and 
protected. Balance sheet fundamentals are – in most 
cases – stronger than when we last met in Monte Carlo. 

 
Robust capital
Indeed, S&P recently calculated that even if the P&C 
industry was hit tomorrow by a $250bn, 1-in-100-year 
loss event then 14 out of 21 major reinsurers would 
maintain their existing capital adequacy buffer levels.

If correct, that is an extraordinary testament to the 
industry’s robustness. It is also all the more impressive 
considering (re)insurers booked $158bn+ in realised and 
unrealised investment losses in H1 following the yield 
curve spike and market wobbles. 

So what will be the big themes this year? Inevitably, 
the socio-economic gloom referenced above will 
overshadow many discussions. 

Property cat will likely feature, as it always does. 
Yesterday (10 September) is widely regarded as the peak 
hurricane season day. The fact the season has been so 

quiet thus far will inevitably lead to optimism that 2022 
will offer a reprieve – the first since 2016.

Expect greater discussion over the next few days 
on the protection gap. In fact, chasm may be more 
appropriate. Swiss Re, for example, calculated that the 
differential between economic losses from 2021 nat cat 
events and the insured cost was $169bn. Factor in other 
major losses to the global economy and the difference 

would be $200bn+. 
The tragic flooding in Pakistan is just 

another reminder of the cost in human 
and economic terms. Poorer societies are 
typically more affected by nat cats and 
yet don’t have the resource for post-event 
funding. We will examine the issue in 
greater detail this week.

 
Climate change 
The three years since the last Rendez-Vous have also 
seen the climate change agenda rise further in the public 
consciousness – along with the role (re)insurers can play 
as a force for good by supporting energy change. 

This is to be celebrated – but it also places the 
industry in the spotlight. In the past few years, insurers 
have found themselves increasingly targeted by activists, 
especially when it comes to controversial projects. 

As well as understanding the implications of climate 
change for their businesses (and investors), reinsurers 
must also be aware of developing clear policies with 
other stakeholders in mind. This will no doubt be 
discussed, as will the wider issue of accurately modelling 
the impact of climate change.

And there is at least one other theme that will be 
discussed sotto voce: the relevance and future of the 
Monte Carlo Rendez-Vous in the modern world after a 
three-year hiatus.

This is ultimately down to the reinsurers, buyers and 
delegates attending this week to decide. For what it’s 
worth, The Insurer believes that as long as reinsurance 
remains as much a business of trusted relationships and 
negotiated risk transfer as it is of capital and balance 
sheets, gatherings like the Rendez-Vous should be 
encouraged. 

So, we congratulate the organising committee and 
president Claude Tendil for ensuring its return. After 
three years, it’s good to be back…

After three years, it’s  
good to be back…

Peter Hastie,
managing 
director
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Twenty-plus years ago most of Europe’s 
international insurers had a reinsurance 

unit, that is until the WTC loss, APH 
deteriorations and the soft market of 1997-
2000 saw many wind down or spin off their 
operations.

So, there was particular interest in 
Belgian insurer Ageas’s strategic decision 
to launch Ageas Re as a third-party 
reinsurer from 1 January 2023.

The insurer already has indirect 
reinsurance exposure via the 25 percent 
stake it acquired in Taiping Re. But from 
next year, Ageas Re will write reinsurance 
in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

Group CEO Hans De Cuyper (pictured) 
said it was a committed, long-term 
decision by the carrier: “In our Impact24 
strategy, we made a clear and long-term 
commitment to reinsurance as a growth 
engine for Ageas.

“So, for us this is not an opportunistic, 
short-term play, but deeply entrenched in 
our strategy. We look forward to engaging 
with clients and brokers to build this 

business in a sustainable way over the 
coming years.”

Ageas’ entry into third-party 
reinsurance comes at a time when some 
carriers are leaning into the strong pricing 
environment and deploying more capital 
on property catastrophe reinsurance, 
while others have announced exits or 
significant pullbacks, including Axis 
Capital, Markel, Axa XL, TransRe and Scor.

Earlier this year, French mutual Covéa 
finally ended its search for a reinsurer 
by completing its €9bn acquisition of 
PartnerRe. While reinsurance typically 
provides more volatile earnings, it also 

provides diversification for commercial 
insurers such as Ageas and Covéa.

The reinsurance business will be 
underwritten by Ageas’ holding company, 
Ageas SA/NV, a licensed reinsurer since 
2018 which benefits from an A+ rating 
from S&P.

Ageas said that reinsurance has grown 
from an internal activity to become a 
significant segment of the group with a 
top line of €1.6bn and net profit of €87mn 
in 2021. It added that the improved rating 
environment was also a factor in its 
decision: “Ageas currently sees favourable 
market conditions in terms of pricing but 
also a high dynamic in the reinsurance 
market, offering opportunities to start 
building new and long-term client 
relationships,” it said.

The impact of inflation – together with 
concerns over climate change modelling, 
“angry” jury awards, Ukraine uncertainty 
and the rise in loss frequency/severity 
– is expected to result in rising rates in 
2023.

French (re)insurers are lobbying the country’s 
government to rethink plans to cap 

personal lines and SME insurance rate rises in 
response to surging energy and living costs.

France’s influential finance minister 
Bruno Le Maire recently floated the 
populist idea of a temporary limit on 
premium hikes for the worst-affected 
policyholders.

The Insurer understands a meeting is 
scheduled on 19 September to discuss 
the idea further. Sources close to the 
discussions said a number of trade 
bodies will be invited, including France 
Assureurs and Mutualité Française, 
alongside state-backed carrier CCR.

Le Maire is expected to then formally 
request insurers to take steps to ease the 
financial pressure on small businesses 
and households by committing to limit 
premium increases at renewal and to 
widen services, such as the sector-run 
coverage mediation service.

However, it is understood that while 
insurers have expressed a willingness 
to support policyholders, there is a 

natural reluctance to commit to a long-
term freeze in premiums at a time when 
inflation is driving increases in repair 
costs for motor claims and the sector 
faces multi-billion-euro losses from 
major summer nat cat events.

French insurers are also expected to 
face higher reinsurance costs in 2023 
if the mood music at the Monte Carlo 
Rendez-Vous proves correct. 

While it is thought the requests made 
by the Bercy will be voluntary, industry 
insiders note Le Maire may dangle the 
threat of a windfall tax.

Speaking to the Mouvement des 
entreprises de France (Medef) in August, 

Le Maire said that while some countries 
had imposed so-called windfall taxes 
on those firms benefiting from higher 
energy costs, France was instead urging 
companies – particularly banks and 
insurers – to “make an effort” and take 
steps that reduce costs for customers. 

“It is obvious that the burden of 
inflation must be fairly distributed,” the 
Minister of the Economy told Medef. “I call 
on all companies that have the necessary 
leeway to reduce the inflation bill for our 
compatriots. 

“I will receive insurers soon and I 
will ask them to make an effort on the 
insurance premiums of our compatriots. 

“I will receive the banks and ask them 
again to make an effort on bank charges,” 
he said.

This came after the minister told a 
press conference on 21 August that he 
was planning to ask “for an effort from 
insurers on daily insurance premiums, 
such as housing or motor” to aid the fight 
against inflation and protect household 
purchasing power.

Ageas Re to begin underwriting reinsurance at 1.1

French insurers to urge caution on Le Maire’s rate cap proposal
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Inflation will be the main topic dominating 
discussions ahead of the 1 January renewal, 

Swiss Re’s Moses Ojeisekhoba has warned, 
with factors such as climate change and 
the Russia-Ukraine war also continuing to 
reshape the reinsurance risk landscape.

Speaking to The Insurer TV as part 
of its #ReinsuranceMonth series of 
interviews, Swiss Re’s reinsurance CEO 
said the upcoming renewals will take 
place against a complex risk backdrop. 

“I think the number one topic will 
be inflation,” Ojeisekhoba said. “It will 
clearly be on everybody’s mind, but the 
topic of inflation is just one element of 
an environment that is far more complex 
from a risk standpoint.

“Climate change [is] another key topic, 
some of the challenges you see from a 
macroeconomic standpoint with the war 
in Ukraine… All of these elements will 
impact the way risk is seen and the way 
risk is priced,” he added.

During the interview, Ojeisekhoba 
revealed how the global reinsurer had 
been positioning its own portfolio to 
mitigate against these risk factors, 

highlighting how it was working to help 
clients navigate the headwinds brought 
by the spike in inflation this year.

Several renewal outlook reports 
published ahead of the industry meet 
in Monte Carlo highlighted how inflation 
was a major talking point ahead of the 
upcoming renewals and was likely to 
influence discussions on pricing. 

The rising cost of materials and 
labour is one area of concern. In its 
outlook report, rating agency Moody’s 
highlighted how this was leading to 
higher home, commercial property and 
motor (re)insurance claims globally, 
which could squeeze profits in the 
absence of offsetting price gains.

US investment bank Goldman Sachs 
has warned inflation in the UK could 
soar above 22 percent next year if energy 
prices continue their upward spiral.

Ojeisekhoba said addressing the 
inflation challenge can be more complex 
with existing clients, where business had 
already been priced before the recent 
spike in costs. 

“We now see inflation forecasts are 

higher and when you look at claims 
you have to pay you also have to 
make sure that it reflects today’s real 
environment, so there it has an impact 
on the liabilities and on the reserves,” 
Ojeisekhoba said.

For new business, Ojeisekhoba said 
it was easier to price risk taking into 
account current inflationary levels. 

“That’s a function of pricing, you 
[know] what your issues are, and you 
make sure you have the right exposures,” 
he said.

Ojeisekhoba was speaking on The Insurer 
TV, as part of our #ReinsuranceMonth 
coverage. The televised interview can be 
viewed in full at www.theinsurer.com. 

Expansive intermediary Howden RE 
has made three senior hires from Aon 

Reinsurance Solutions’ Netherlands unit 
as it continues its European build-out, 
The Insurer can reveal.

Richard Vuurman, managing director 
of life, accident, health and income 
reinsurance solutions at Aon, and the co-
leader of Aon’s accident, health and life 
global client practice Theo Lutgendorff  
recently tendered their resignations 
and will re-emerge at Howden RE once 
their notice periods are complete. Also 
resigning to join Howden RE is actuary 
Thomas Trompert.

The A&H trio all leave after lengthy 
periods at the global broker.

Vuurman has held the role of MD of the 
unit since 2019, having spent nearly 15 
years with Aon.

Lutgendorff has been co-leader of 
Aon’s accident, health and life global 
client practice since early 2020, having 
previously been a senior account director 
at the reinsurance intermediary.

Trompert leaves Aon after two 
decades, having held a number of 
reinsurance actuary roles prior to this.

The hires mark the latest sign of intent 
from Howden’s reinsurance arm in 
Europe under the stewardship of Bradley 
Maltese, who the firm brought in along 
with a 30 plus-strong London team from 
Guy Carpenter last year.

In July, Howden RE announced plans to 
launch a German operation led by former 
Guy Carpenter MD Carsten Thienel. 

He is expected to oversee the 
Netherlands operation. 

Outside of Europe, Howden RE has 

added a Dallas-based ex-Guy Carpenter 
reinsurance team focused on regional 
insurers and MGAs headed by Michael 
Jameson. 

Howden RE has opened a number of 
overseas offices in recent years including 
Bermuda, Israel, Australia, Spain, Italy, 
Greece, Miami, Hong Kong and Singapore, 
in addition to Germany and the soon-to-
be opened Netherlands platform.

Howden RE will combine its operations 
with TigerRisk next year, once the agreed 
$1.6bn deal completes. 

Maltese will then become CEO of 
Howden Tiger international while Elliot 
Richardson – currently chairman of 
Howden RE – will become vice chair of 
the reinsurance business.  

Howden RE and Aon both declined to 
comment on this article.

Swiss Re’s Ojeisekhoba: Inflation set to be 
“number one” renewal discussion topic

Howden RE hires trio from Aon Netherlands as European build-out continues
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David Howden, the co-founder and boss 
of expansive UK broker Howden Group, 

attends the Rendez-Vous today for the 
first time in his 40+ year industry career 
following the $1.6bn acquisition of TigerRisk.

Once regulatory approval is granted 
in H1 2023, the intermediary’s combined 
reinsurance arm Howden Tiger will 
cement its position as the fourth largest 
reinsurance broker with $350mn+ in 
revenues*. 

The deal also brings together two high-
profile industry entrepreneurs: Howden, 
who co-founded Howden Group in 1994 
initially as a D&O MGA/coverholder, and 
Rod Fox, who co-
founded TigerRisk in 
2008 and has overseen 
his firm’s march into 
the US MGA/program 
market in recent years. 

And last week saw 
the two firms unveil a 
new unit, SabRE, which 
will formally go live 
once the combination 
completes. It was the 
first new strategic 
action announced by 
the firms since the deal 
was unveiled and also underscores the 
growing importance of reinsurance capital 
to the global MGA/program sector.

SabRE will combine the 
specialist coverholder teams 
of Howden RE, TigerRisk and 
Howden’s delegated binding 
authority business Bowood, 
and says it will be the industry’s 
largest dedicated global 
MGA/program reinsurance 
intermediary, advising on the 
placement and structuring of 
$6bn of gross written premium 
(GWP).

Since the last Rendez-Vous in 2019, the 
global MGA/program market has enjoyed 
a renaissance with reinsurance capital and 
fronting structures underpinning much 
of its growth and with entrepreneurial 
underwriters swapping carriers for MGAs.

Indeed, Conning recently estimated 
the US MGA market alone had expanded 
to $70bn+ in size based on 2021 data and 
predicted it will soon exceed $100bn. 
The boom is supported by an explosion 
of interest in fronting carriers that sit 
between MGAs, reinsurers and ILS funds. 
Transverse, which only launched three 
years ago, is being acquired by MS&AD 
for an initial $400mn in a move that looks 
to have set a new marker on valuations 
in a fronting carrier segment where there 
are now more than 20 players operating. 
Market growth is seen in both affiliated 
and independent carriers.

This alone guarantees the MGA/hybrid 
capital model will be a popular theme 
over the next few days. But interest will be 

further heightened 
by Richard Brindle’s 
trail-finding move to 
divide his London/
Bermuda specialty 
(re)insurer Fidelis 
into separate 
underwriting and 
balance sheet 
components, a move 
he says recognises 
the distinct valuation 

appeal of the two propositions.
Bowood managing director Stephen 

Greener will become SabRE chair with a 
US-London leadership team that includes 
TigerRisk’s program head Neill Cotton 
and Howden RE’s new arrivals Michael 

Jameson and Matt Beard. 
The latter duo recently led a 13-strong 

team that moved from Guy Carpenter’s 
dedicated MGA reinsurance unit GC Access 
to Howden RE earlier this year, provoking 
an as-yet-unresolved legal battle between 
the two firms.

The new unit will report to Howden RE 
chairman Elliot Richardson – who Guy 
Carpenter claims in its legal filings was 
the mastermind behind the audacious 
swoop – with the executive describing 
SabRE as an “industry first”.

Bowood is a Lloyd’s broker acquired 
by RK Harrison in 2008 which operates 

separately from 
Howden Group’s own 
MGA colossus Dual, 
placing ~$1.5bn GWP 
through a variety of 
London-led programs. 

TigerRisk CEO 
Rob Bredahl added 
that SabRE will also 
benefit from the 
combined group’s 
capital advisory and 
banking resources 
as well as other 
services, including 

data and technology. Bredahl will 
become CEO of Howden Tiger when 
the two businesses formally combine 

following regulatory approval. 
Fox will become chairman and 
Richardson vice chair. All three 
previously worked together 
at UK reinsurance broker 
Benfield. Completing the senior 
leadership group is president 
Tim Ronda, another Benfield 
alumnus who left Aon for 
TigerRisk last year, and CEO of 
international Bradley Maltese. 

See The Insurer TV Monte Carlo interview 
which is broadcast on 13 September

*The Insurer’s annual top 10 reinsurance 
broker survey is published in tomorrow’s 
edition

$6bn SabRE launch highlights in vogue 
global MGA/program reinsurance market 
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David Howden, the 
co-founder and boss 

of expansive UK broker 
Howden Group

Rod Fox, who  
co-founded TigerRisk 

in 2008
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Brokers that can harness data and 
analytics alongside a scaled presence 

in the global catastrophe market will 
be in a strong position to navigate 
challenging conditions in property cat 
and create much-needed capacity for 
clients, according to Andy Marcell, CEO of 
Aon’s Reinsurance Solutions.

Speaking to The Insurer, Marcell 
highlighted inflation, concerns over the 
impact of climate change on peak and 
secondary perils, a lack of confidence 
in models, stress on capital from 
investment volatility and the impact of 
the strong dollar as among the factors 
driving a demand-supply imbalance 
in property cat, particularly in the US, 
Europe and Australia.

“There’s uncertainty and when there’s 
uncertainty people want to charge more 
for that uncertainty,” he commented.

Investor concerns around the level of 
volatility in cat had also driven a more 
cautious approach from publicly traded 
(re)insurers, he added.

“So they’re saying ‘unless the rates 
are substantially higher, I might as well 
reduce my commitment to that product 
line or withdraw, and focus on areas 
that increase shareholder value’, which 
is generally insurance over reinsurance,” 
the executive observed.

In an environment of reinsurer 
retrenchment, Marcell said it is 
incumbent on brokers to find ways of 
accessing enough capacity to meet the 
growing requirements of cedants and 
convince those capacity providers they 
can make money out of property cat.

“For Aon, it’s using our data and 
analytics, the scale of our position 
in the global catastrophe market, 
our understanding of the risk, our 
understanding of the return, and how to 
package portions of that business to 
be able to create capacity for our 
clients,” he suggested.

“We have to articulate to 
investors why they should 
be in this business and 

that they can make satisfactory or 
superior returns in the property cat 
market, and that some of the reasons 
they are afraid are magnified and 
misunderstood,” Marcell claimed.

He also asserted that although 
property cat capacity is global, the 
dynamics across different territories 
and perils are markedly different.

“Even in the US cat is not equal. 
Hurricane risk in the Gulf or Florida is 
much more of an issue than in New York 
or Massachusetts, or New Madrid quake, 
or Cali quake or wildfires.

“The advantage to the reinsurer is 
actually knowing what the aggregate is 

to be able to quantify and manage your 
portfolio of risk. And if you can write 
a global portfolio, you can still make 
terrific returns in property cat,” said 
Marcell.

The executive highlighted efforts 
made by Aon to create facilities to bring 
capacity to clients in both its treaty and 
facultative businesses.

As previously reported, Aon’s 
Reinsurance Solutions launched a 
global property cat facility called Marilla 
just under two years ago.

Initially supported by Swiss Re and 
PartnerRe, its aim was to bring capacity 
across the broker’s portfolio of excess 
of loss property cat placements.

Marcell also said Aon has some 
bespoke treaty facilities in Europe.

In the facultative arena the firm 
recently expanded its Marlin Latin 
American facility, and is expanding its 
European facility called Landmark, as 
well as those in Asia.

“That’s the direction we need to go, 
particularly now. We talk to reinsurers 
about what gets them to put up more 
aggregate, what return they need by 
peril or region, and then we can try to 
figure out a basket of risk to get them 
to commit some serious capacity,” he 
explained.

But the executive claimed that not 
all reinsurance intermediaries have the 
capabilities to come up with capacity 
solutions to address the current cat 
crunch.

“There are very, very few that have 
the scale and breadth of business to 
understand the dynamics, to quantify the 
returns and be able to package risk with 
investors and risk takers to help clients. 

“We have to do it, and it’s not that 
other newer or smaller firms wouldn’t 
do this, they can’t! 

“They don’t have the data, 
or the portfolio to analyse 

and package and present. 
So it’s on us to meet the 
challenge,” he claimed.

Aon’s Marcell: Ability to create capacity 
will be key for brokers in 1.1 cat crunch
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There’s uncertainty and when 
there’s uncertainty people 

want to charge more for that 
uncertainty

CEO of Aon’s Reinsurance 
Solutions Andy Marcell on the key 

driver of current conditions in 
property cat
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Surging inflation.
At many Rendez-Vous past the typical 

pattern around cat discussions – at least 
in public – has been posturing from 
the continental giants on the need for 
rate, and a counter from brokers on the 
abundance of capital in the sector.

This time around there is likely to be 
little in the way of posturing or drawing 
of lines in the sand from either side of 
the divide, however.

Instead, reinsurance intermediaries, 
clients and reinsurers are expected 
to focus on areas such as the serious 
business of setting realistic expectations 
about appetite across perils and 
territories as well as getting agreement 
on what the impact of inflation means 
for exposure and 
how that should be 
priced into renewals.

As one senior 
reinsurance 
underwriter told this 
publication: “Even 
if it does run clean 
I think the market 
is still going to be 
tight – and God help 
us if there’s another 
bad year. If we’re 
not in an actual 
hard market now it’s 
pretty darn close, 
but are programs 
not getting placed? 
I think they are but 
not by a lot.

“Let’s see how 
people recalibrate 
their aggregates and 
appetites for 1.1.”

There is a broad 
consensus on the 
dynamics driving 
the imbalance 
between supply and 
demand in property cat reinsurance.

Aon’s Reinsurance Solutions CEO Andy 
Marcell sums them up earlier in today’s 
issue (page 12) as inflation, concerns 
over the impact of climate change on 
peak and secondary perils, a lack of 

confidence in models, stress on capital 
from investment volatility and the impact 
of the strong dollar.

“There’s uncertainty and when there’s 
uncertainty people want to charge more 
for that uncertainty,” he observes.

And in Guy Carpenter’s pre-Monte 
Carlo briefing the firm highlighted “clear 
capacity constraints” in property cat and 
retro across the global marketplace.

After 2021 turned out to be another 
year of mid-sized cat losses exhibiting 
a meaningful amount of model miss 
(think Texas freeze, European flooding, 
December derecho/tornado outbreak 
and a double whammy hurricane in Ida 
that went through Louisiana cat towers 
and delivered heavy flood losses to the 
Northeast), the 1 January 2022 renewal 

largely set the tone for what was to come.
Years of talk by reinsurers finally 

turned to walk, as in Europe property cat 
treaty writers held their nerve to drive 
significant rate, with the largest increases 
seen in more than a decade, including 

XoL hikes of 15-50 percent on layers hit 
worst by flooding in Germany, Austria, 
Belgium and Switzerland.

The emerging theme at the broader 
renewal was of reduced reinsurer 
appetite for cat risk, reflecting the impact 
of secondary perils and concerns over 
climate change.

The dearth of capacity was most 
noticeable in lower layers of cat 
programs as reinsurers sought to move 
up the tower towards the tail risk and 
away from the frequency and attritional 
losses that have blighted underwriters 
for a number of years.

And unlike in previous renewals, there 
was no softening of the resistance from 
reinsurers at the eleventh hour.

Since then, the pendulum has swung 
further, driven by 
specific regional 
challenges in 
areas like Florida 
and Australia, 
but also the 
significant impact 
of macroeconomic 
headwinds battering 
the sector.

Capital markets 
volatility and higher 
interest rates have 
had the effect – at 
least in the short 
term – of reducing 
reinsurance industry 
capital.

Although there 
are a range of 
methodologies 
around what 
constitutes 
reinsurance capital 
that can actually 
be deployed to 
risk, there is a 
rough consensus 
that mark-to-

market investment losses at carriers 
have effectively reduced the size of the 
industry balance sheet by between 10-12 
percent.

While some of that hit may reverse by 
the time renewal discussions reach the 

Property cat teeters on edge of true hard market
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critical point later this year, volatility on 
the asset side of the balance sheet shows 
no sign of dissipating.

That means the balance sheets 
of reinsurers to support cat risk are 
diminished at a time when exposures 
are getting an automatic uplift because 
of inflation, while demand for limit is 
rising and many carriers are still set on 
managing down their aggregates and 
PMLs. 

As Howden’s head of analytics David 
Flandro commented recently, the 10.7 
percent fall in dedicated reinsurance 
capital his firm tracked at the halfway 
point of 2022 has “huge implications” 
for capacity, pricing and strategy going 
forward.

And Guy Carpenter’s global head 
of distribution Lara Mowery said that 
inflation alone is expected to lead 
to “one of the broadest shifts the 
[property reinsurance] market has ever 
experienced in a single year”.

“For a reinsurer to renew their existing 
business, they must plan for this 
fundamental shift in exposure and be 
prepared to absorb additional expected 
losses across their portfolio,” she added. 

Territorial differences
In Florida and other parts of the 
Southeast this year, the broader climate 
of fear around cat risk was compounded 

by territory-specific factors such as 
the dire litigation-driven operating 
environment in the Sunshine State.

That drove a true hard market where 
for some buyers capacity could not 
be secured at any price, let alone one 
they could afford, leading to a slew of 
corporate failures.

For large, national or global buyers 
the picture was rather different, with 
their needs geared less towards hard-

to-find low-attaching limit and more 
towards buying more cover up top or 
in coinsurance layers in the middle of 
structures, as they sought to offset rising 
exposures on their portfolios from the 
impact of inflation.

The Japanese-focused 1 April renewal 
was largely stable, after compound rate 
increases in previous years in response 
to back-to-back heavy typhoon seasons. 
That was in contrast to Australian 
renewals, where significant loss activity 

led to meaningful rate increases.
Guy Carpenter’s US property cat rate-

on-line index increased nearly 15 percent 
year on year, while its Asia index was up 
9.5 percent.

Those shifts through mid-year in key 
geographies also had a material impact 
on Guy Carpenter’s global property 
catastrophe rate-on-line index, which 
grew to an estimated increase of 15 
percent, accelerating from the 1 January 
figure of around 11 percent (see chart).

Territorial differences will inevitably 
play out across the key renewal dates 
during 2023 as well.

But the resolve of the reinsurance 
market is likely to remain strong as the 
overarching dynamics driving current 
market conditions hold firm.

One of the most senior executives at 
a global reinsurer told this publication 
in the lead-up to Monte Carlo that his 
company would not be giving any ground 
in Europe on renewals from the rate it 
had worked so hard to claw back at the 1 
January 2022 renewals.

The stance will be held despite a 
comparatively light year for losses on the 
continent so far, with the exception of 
French hailstorms in early summer that 
could trigger cat treaties.

Sources ahead of the Rendez-Vous were 
typically estimating European treaty rate 
rises in the 5-10 percent range to account 
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A realistic expectation for 
European treaties would be 
increases in the 5-10 percent 
range to account for inflation
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for inflation, adding that there is likely 
to be an increasing amount of attention 
paid to composite treaties.

Swiss Re CUO Thierry Léger echoes this 
message in our lead interview, saying the 
market will go from “hard to even harder”. 

Brokers are, by nature, typically 
reluctant to predict rate rises but senior 
leaders appear to be striking a realistic 
tone.

Gallagher Re global CEO James Kent 
told The Insurer TV this month that 
property cat renewals at 1 January will 
likely mirror some of the dynamics seen 
at mid-year, with peak zone business 
under the most pressure.

He was wary of calling a potential 
capacity crunch, however, with that 
outcome dependent on what happens 
through the rest of 2022 on the 
catastrophe front. 

Meanwhile, Howden RE commented: 
“2023’s reinsurance renewal cycle will see 
further pricing pressures, irrespective of 
whether the wind blows or not.”

No new capital and no new retro
In contrast to previous hard or hardening 
property cat markets, there is no sign 
so far of any meaningful new capacity 
entering the fray, either from traditional 
start-up reinsurers or capital markets 
vehicles such as new ILS funds or 
sidecars.

Sources have been sceptical that new 
entrants of sufficient scale to tip the 
balance back in favour of buyers will 
emerge between now and next year.

And the tight market for retro does not 
look to be easing any time soon.

As one senior reinsurance broking 
executive put it: “There’s no point in 
talking about what reinsurers have been 
doing historically in terms of arbitraging 
retro and low-down aggregate covers, 
because that was the story of the last few 
years.”

The reality for reinsurers is that the 
availability of aggregate or proportional 
protection to allow them to offset 
growing net positions and increase 
their appetite on a gross basis will be 
extremely limited.

“That may change if there’s no loss 
and if reinsurers can articulate a great 
opportunity for those capital providers, 

but right now it’s pretty stable in the 
sense that money is not leaving, but it’s 
not coming in either,” they continued.

The growing few
Appetite for cat among reinsurers is not 
down across the board, however, despite 
the overall sense of a market in retreat.

For some – like Axis, which followed 
Markel by exiting property reinsurance on 
its own balance sheet – the retrenchment 
was total. For others, like early signaller 
Axa XL with its strategic move to cut PML, 
or RenaissanceRe with its Florida-specific 
pullback, cat appetite remains, and they 
may look to grow selectively at the right 
price for the right risk.

Others have been more explicit in their 
desire to grow.

Going against the traffic in Florida, 
Arch CEO Marc Grandisson reported that 
the Bermudian selectively expanded its 
writings in the Sunshine State as it eyed 
property cat rates up by more than 30 
percent and grew its 1-in-250-year event 
PML.

“Rate pressure was evident also 
beyond Florida. However, we will need 
a few more quarters to confirm we are 
facing a hard property cat marketplace,” 
he told investors on the company’s Q2 
earnings call.

Meanwhile Andrew Rippert, CUO at 
Aspen Reinsurance, told The Insurer TV 
that the group will target property lines 
– especially property cat – for margin 
growth.

Rippert said that Aspen will look to 
strengthen its position in property at 
1 January by capitalising on the “best 
opportunities”.

“So property catastrophe in particular 
… there’s a dearth of capacity out there in 
the market, the prices have firmed up,” he 
observed.

In a study released late August, S&P 
Global Ratings reported that reinsurers 

are “of two minds” about whether to grow 
natural catastrophe exposures this year 
despite rising rates.

It noted that the aggregate cat budget 
for the top 21 global reinsurers rose by 
20 percent to $15.5bn, providing further 
buffer against “exceptional” shock events.

The rating agency said reinsurers may 
be tempted in 2023 to further deploy 
capital into the property catastrophe line 
as demand continues to rise. 

But it added that cedants will 
continue to shy away from volatility and 
more reinsurers may decide to reduce 
their exposure to property cat while 
diversifying into lower-severity lines.

“Reinsurers that have been more 
cautious during the recent turbulent 
times may decide to follow a more 
opportunistic trend,” the firm continued.

And Guy Carpenter’s Mowery was 
bullish about the prospect of reinsurers 
stepping up to the plate to show more 
appetite for cat.

“Driving this momentum is the reality 
that the market is shifting based on 
evidence we’ve seen at mid-year. As 
market adjustments continue recognising 
current conditions, we would say that 
now is the time to lean into the market, 
and many are doing just that,” she added.
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The hard property retrocession sector, which had formed 
one prong of the so-called “U-shaped” market over 

the last few years, is showing no sign of any easing that 
would relieve pressure on the now fast-hardening property 
reinsurance market.

The “U-shaped market” was a term coined to describe 
the hardening in the underlying property cat insurance 
market and the property retro market as property 
reinsurance pricing lagged.

But the retrenchment now being seen in property 
reinsurance – which caused a capacity crunch at mid-
year and is likely to make for a tough 1 January renewal 
– is unlikely to be reversed by the emergence of any 
renewed retro support.

In its latest report on the sector last week, Guy 
Carpenter observed that the hardening pressures in 
the property retro market seen at 1 January have been 
sustained through 2022, with capacity for aggregate 
and low-attaching occurrence layers remaining tight in 
contrast to less supply constraints for layers further up 
the tower.

Rival Aon added that the retro market “continued 
to retrench” in 2022, with increased pricing and higher 
retentions, leading reinsurers to turn to the ILS market 
as a source of alternative retro protection.

That was backed up by Moody’s reporting that 
reinsurers are increasingly dependent on cat bonds 
and sidecars for retro protection amid contracting 
collateralised aggregate capacity impacted by the 
pervasive issue of trapped capital.

According to the rating agency, reinsurers have 
sponsored 15 cat bonds since June 2021 to access retro 
capacity, providing $2.85bn of limit.

The firm also reported that going into the January 
2022 renewals, an estimated $15bn to $20bn of 
alternative capital was trapped, much of which was 
devoted to aggregate retro coverage.

That meant that UNL aggregate retro capacity was 
estimated to be down as much as 75 percent “and has 
been very hard to place as investors showed little 
interest in reloading capital”.

Aon said that there has also been a significant 

increase in the trading of industry loss warranties 
(ILWs) this year as reinsurers look for alternatives (see 
below).

In its report, Guy Carpenter highlighted some of the 
dynamics driving the retrenchment from the traditional 
retro product, including the sustained period of cat 
losses since 2017, growing climate-related concerns, 
inflation and modelling challenges.

In a presentation as part of its pre-Monte Carlo 
Rendez-Vous briefing, the reinsurance broker described 
a progressive hardening that led to a retraction in mid-
year buying appetite.

Purchasing of retro continued to shift away from 
aggregate as overall limit bought was down 4 percent 
year over year.

Occurrence purchasing increased by 13 percent, but 
aggregate purchasing was down 39 percent amid limited 
availability of the product.

Guy Carpenter reported that ILS capacity supporting 
retro was down 17 percent overall, with retractions 
differentiated by fund. At the same time, rated capacity 
actually increased overall by 5 percent.

The impact on pricing was an average increase of 13 
percent for occurrence limit in 2022, and more than 20 
percent for aggregate coverage where it was available 
and purchased.

Looking ahead to the 1 January renewals, Guy 

Retro market continues to 
harden amid limited supply
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 Talking Points
• Retro purchasing has continued to shift away from aggregate 

to occurrence
• Moody’s estimated that at 1.1 2022 UNL aggregate retro 

capacity was down as much as 75%
• GC said occurrence buying up 13% at mid-year but aggregate 

down 39%
• In 2022 occurrence price increases average 13%, while 

aggregate is up >20% (where available)
• Aon reports “significant increase” in ILW trading as clients 

look for alternatives



Carpenter’s CEO of global specialties James Boyce 
said: “Retro capacity will remain somewhat limited for 
aggregate and low-attaching per-occurrence layers, 
despite material de-risking in 2022.”

In contrast, the “generally positive performance” 
of mid- and upper-level retro occurrence layers will 
remain attractive to markets looking to deploy capacity, 
he predicted.

“Buyers will look for a balance between spend and 
retention levels, supported by the improvement in 
terms and conditions of the underlying business,” 
suggested Boyce.

ILW trading surges
In its latest report 
on navigating the 
reinsurance renewal, 
Aon said it had seen a 
“significant increase” 
in trading in the ILW 
market through the 
2022 renewal cycle 
as clients looked to 
make the most of the 
availability of capacity.

Buyer motivation 
came from several 
factors, including 
increased retentions 
in the traditional UNL 
retro market, pricing 
considerations across 
the curve – especially 
on the tail – additional 
demand for capital-related limit, and hedging 
strategies by ILS funds and assumed reinsurance 
portfolio managers.

The firm noted that in the first quarter there was 
strong interest after the 1 January renewal, but the bid-
ask spread remained too large for some new trades to 
get bound.

That spread narrowed in Q2 as the availability of 

alternative capacity from the ILW market combined with 
increased demand, with trading accelerating.

“PCS also released a Hurricane Ida estimate 
which was considered modest relative to industry 
expectations. This resulted in the release of previously 
‘trapped’ capacity becoming available for reinsurers to 
redeploy on other ILW trades,” said Aon.

Increased trading continued into Q3, with early 
execution of deals leading to reduced year-on-year 
pricing increases of 30-40 percent for some.

Aon reported that ILW pricing widened across the 
curve approaching 
the 1 July renewal as 
capacity became more 
limited.

At the same time, 
increasing cat bond 
pricing spreads led 
investors to show a 
preference for those 
issuances rather 
than ILWs, leading to 
reduced supply in the 
tail end of the curve 
for wind and quake 
perils. Aggregate 
capacity also remained 
limited.

In the report, the 
reinsurance broker 
said there has been 
renewed interest in the 
supply and demand for 
county-weighted ILWs 

to supplement traditional reinsurance programs that 
saw increased retentions or significant price increases 
with capacity challenges.

This was seen in Florida, where there was trading 
activity for low-attaching state-specific ILWs.

“We expect continued momentum in the market 
throughout the wind season and in preparation for the 
upcoming January 1 renewal season,” the firm predicted.
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Reinsurers continue to maintain a “healthy buffer” to 
withstand any adverse development on Covid-19 claims, 

according to a study by Howden, with reserve releases 
likely to become more prevalent in around 12 months’ time. 

Covid-19 was an unexpected and largely unpriced 
loss for P&C reinsurers, with government actions to 
impose lockdowns pushing the bulk of losses from life 
to P&C carriers. 

In a report on the reinsurance sector released ahead 
of this year’s Rendez-Vous 
in Monte Carlo, analysis 
by the broker showed 
an outsized portion of 
Covid-19 P&C claims are 
still booked as incurred 
but not reported (IBNR). 

Analysis by the broker 
shows the majority of 
Covid-19 claims were 
booked in 2020, with 90 
percent of the ~$35bn 
reported coming from the 
P&C market. 

Roles reversed in 2021 
with life losses surging by 
$8bn while P&C carriers 
incurred just $1.5bn of 
additional reserves.

For a composite of 
European reinsurers, 
Howden said Covid IBNR 
levels stood at 68 percent 
12 months after the event, 
compared with 49 percent 
for overall P&C portfolios. 

While disclosures for H1 2022 provided less detail, 
the broker estimated that Covid IBNR even at sub-45 
percent would remain significantly above the expected 
level of 33 percent for normal P&C development within 
a 24-month timeframe. 

Should IBNR levels remain elevated in a year’s time 
– with 20 percent typical for P&C portfolios after three 
years’ development – Howden said this would likely 

spur an increase in reserve releases. 
“There have already been some isolated instances 

of P&C Covid-related reserve releases, with the 
potential for more to come should loss trends develop 
favourably from here,” the broker said. 

Systemic perils
While the pandemic looks set to be an eminently 
manageable loss for the (re)insurance market, Howden 

said it had 
demonstrated the 
vast loss potential 
associated with 
systemic perils. 

“Recent events 
have shown that 
risks emanating 
from what 
appear to be 
distinct perils 
like pandemics, 
cyber, business 
interruption, 
supply chain 
failures, price 
shocks or war are 
often connected 
and can strike 
simultaneously,” 
the broker said.

“They straddle 
multiple classes 
of business and 
bring sizeable loss 

accumulation potential by flouting traditional controls 
around correlations, boundaries and duration.”

Howden said the shock of the Russia-Ukraine war 
so soon after Covid, alongside several warnings of 
the systemic threat of cyber, had contributed to the 
transitioning reinsurance cycle in 2022. 

“Concomitant effects on capital, risk perceptions 
and pricing have been significant, as the market 
adjusts to a new world order,” the broker said.

Howden: Reserve releases likely if Covid-19 
IBNR remains high in 12 months’ time
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Reported Covid-19 losses (including life) 
vs top 10 insured catastrophe losses 
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The reinsurance industry is built on a commercial 
relationship between risk and capital. In the current, 

palpably dynamic environment, the industry 
appears to have reached an inflection point. 

A reassessment of not only the 
relationship but also of the opportunities 
risk and capital afford is under way. 
Countervailing forces are influencing the 
industry. Drivers of uncertainty, including 
macroeconomic and other relevant 
trends, have led to severely stressed 
market conditions. On the other hand, 
drivers of confidence – including resilient 
industry capital, disciplined underwriting 
and a firming commercial lines rate cycle 
– are injecting positivity into the sector. 

As 1 January approaches, Guy Carpenter 
is confident that the industry is in a 
strong position to face the headwinds and once again 
successfully evolve and adapt to meet the changing 
nature of risk.   

This past year, inflation has rightly been an area of 
significant focus and uncertainty for the industry, as 
evidenced by rising levels of consumer price indices 
across most regions. However, the industry’s long 
history of data utilisation alongside advancements in 
technology and modelling methods puts insurers in a 
strong position to forecast, monitor and measure risk 
in a changing environment. Insurers are successfully 
addressing inflation’s impact by adjusting exposures 
and updating procurement practices, increasing 
insurance rates and monitoring loss cost trends more 
frequently.

Globally, central banks have rapidly raised interest 
rates among other policy steps in an effort to bring 
inflation back within targeted levels. Yet, while this 
response has contributed to financial market volatility 
and a repricing of their assets, (re)insurers’ ratings 

and solvency positions have proven to be robust and 
they are well placed to reap the benefit of higher 

reinvestment yields in future years’ 
earnings. Higher interest rates are also 
slowing economic growth prospects for 
2022 and 2023. Fortunately, the sector is 
considered “late-cycle”, meaning its growth 
prospects are less influenced by short-term 
economic cycles. In fact, economic volatility 
can be expected to reduce risk appetite 
among insureds and spur the demand for 
modified and innovative product offerings.

These macroeconomic forces are 
coupled with all the other significant, 
relevant issues faced by the industry, inter 
alia, rising catastrophe losses, climate 
change, cyber threats, the Russia-Ukraine 
conflict and for some participants, the 

adequacy of returns. Forged together, these have 
caused a re-evaluation of risk appetites by some market 
participants, which has been accompanied by a fall in 
dedicated reinsurance industry capital, particularly for 
retrocessional capacity. Guy Carpenter and AM Best 
estimate that year-end 2022 total dedicated reinsurance 
capital will be 7 percent lower, with traditional capital 
down 8 percent and alternative capital up 1 percent. 
However, these mixed results create the foundation for 
a positive cyclical market turn.   

Now is the time to invest in the sector. By 
understanding how macroeconomic conditions, 
geographic footprints and lines of business come 
together in specific portfolios and impact risk 
tolerances, Guy Carpenter can deliver bespoke solutions 
for today as well as address emerging challenges of 
tomorrow. Collectively, the reinsurance sector, through 
detailed and thoughtful analysis and execution, can 
once more prove resilient and prosper in this ever-
changing risk landscape.

Opportunities amid uncertainty

As 1 January approaches, 
Guy Carpenter is confident 

that the industry is in a 
strong position to face the 
headwinds and once again 

successfully evolve and adapt 
to meet the changing

nature of risk

Gina Carlson, 
senior vice 
president 
business 
intelligence, 
Guy Carpenter
Richard 
Hewitt, head 
of business 
intelligence, 
EMEA, Guy 
Carpenter

Guy Carpenter’s Gina Carlson and Richard Hewitt highlight why the industry 
is in a strong position to face current headwinds as 1 January approaches
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The boom in the property facultative market that began 
as insurers de-risked by cutting limits and appetite 

is now accelerating amid the retrenchment of reinsurers 
from cat, which is driving cedants to fill gaps and offload 
exposure lower down in their net retentions.

The dynamic is pushing fac – at least for property 
– into true hard market territory, with some sources 
suggesting the supply-demand imbalance is such 
that current conditions are even harder than in the 
aftermath of 9/11.

And the growth in the market over the last few 
years means that overall premium volumes are now 
approaching their previous peak.

Estimates for the overall size of the facultative 
market are hard to pin down, given the inconsistent 
classification by different market participants and 
where the business sits in their operations.

But in the US it has been suggested that this year 
top line at fac reinsurers could hit $1.5bn in property 
and $1.5bn in casualty.

Property fac had already been in a state of 
resurgence for the last few years with a flood of 
submissions that really picked up in 2019 amid fast-
hardening conditions in the commercial property 
market.

Large commercial property insurers such as AIG and 
FM Global – which had previously put down huge lines 
and offered 100 percent capacity on some accounts – 
were dramatically cutting back limits as they reined in 
their appetite.

That created two dynamics that drove demand for 
fac at a time when there was also tighter supply with 
the pullback of the direct and facultative market in 
London.

Retail and wholesale placements had to be filled by 
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Hard property fac market drivers
• Kick-started by the retrenchment of large property capacity 

providers like AIG and FM three years ago
• Splitting 100% placements between multiple markets, many 

requiring fac to support their lines
• US property insurers continue to seek to mitigate volatility 

after adverse loss experience
• Insurers using fac to maintain participation on important 

relationship accounts
• Demand now accelerating as cat reinsurers retrench and seek 

to move further away from lower layers hit by frequency of 
severity, including from secondary perils

• That has led cedants to buy lower down to offload exposure in 
net treaty retentions

• Inflation is another factor driving demand as insurers look to 
manage TIVs and close the gap on insurance to value

• Supply of fac capacity is not keeping pace with surging 
demand (at least at a price fac writers are prepared to accept)

• Barriers to entry are higher in fac than treaty, which has 
restricted the volume of new capacity entering



more markets and many of those carriers joining the 
placements required fac capacity to support the lines 
they were putting down.

Meanwhile those underwriters that had cut back 
were using fac as a tool to maintain relevance in the 
market and relationships with key clients 
– a trend that continues in the current 
trading environment.

As Swiss Re Americas head of P&C 
facultative Ute Michaelsen told this 
publication: “Many carriers, especially the 
larger names, don’t want to completely 
relinquish control over an account. So 
one way to do that and to stay in the 
driver’s seat regarding pricing and terms 
is to buy fac.

“You also have smaller participants 
now playing on these accounts, and they 
typically have smaller balance sheets, so they need 
fac,” she continued.

Aon president Eric Andersen made a similar point 
when he highlighted the strong contribution from 
fac placements to the broking giant’s Reinsurance 
Solutions organic revenue growth of 9 percent in the 
second quarter.

“Facultative has been a great business for us over 
many years. And if you put it in the context of the 
overall market, where many of the insurers continue to 
remediate their portfolios, they often do that through 
the use of facultative placements in order to maintain 
their direct client relationship,” he said.

For many of the historically large players in 
commercial property insurance, much of the 
remediation has been done.

But there is no sign 
of a return to large 
limits deployment and, 
if anything, carriers are 
more cautious than ever 
of heightened frequency 
and severity around cat 
losses from primary and 
secondary perils in the 
current environment.

Meanwhile, inflation is 
an increasingly hot topic 
for property insurers as 
they face rapidly rising 
total insured values (TIVs) 
and the need to close the 
insurance to value gaps 
that have opened up at a 
time when rising materials 
and labour costs are also 
driving claims costs higher 
post-event.

These factors are driving an across-the-board focus 
on managing down cat exposures and tight control 
of cat aggregates as carriers look to manage earnings 
volatility and protect balance sheets.

The downward shift
Cedants are now facing what some 
sources are describing as a perfect 
storm.

After a harder 1 January cat renewal 
in Europe than seen for several years, 
the mid-year US wind-focused renewal 
has been described as the toughest in 
memory in the Southeast, where in some 
cases excess-of-loss (XoL) reinsurance 
capacity couldn’t be secured at any price.

Observers currently expect the 
market for property XoL to continue hardening up to 
1 January even in the absence of a major cat event. 
If the hurricane season proves to be active, or other 
significant losses hit the reinsurance market, it could 
enter true hard market territory.

Meanwhile, quota share capacity is also increasingly 
tough to come by.

So insurers looking to manage down volatility and 
exposures – without further retrenching from the 
property line – are left looking to other alternatives.

And the property fac market is in pole position.
Santi Hernandez, CEO at Arch Re Facultative, told 

this publication: “We’re the natural place where 
people go to solve their problems and it’s our job to 
prudently solve them.”

Howden RE chairman Elliot Richardson, who is still 
a prominent day-to-day 
practitioner in the space, 
added: “The fac market 
will be driven by what 
happens in the treaty 
renewals, so expect a lot 
more demand.”

For Hernandez, current 
demand-side dynamics in 
the property cat market 
represent a fundamental 
shift.

“If you went back 10 
years the traditional fac 
placement was just high 
excess and it was capacity 
driven. Now clients buy 
much lower down in the 
program to protect their 
nets,” he observed.

Where a decade ago it 
was about a property fac 
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The fac market will be driven 
by what happens in the treaty 

renewals, so expect a lot 
more demand

Howden RE chairman  
Elliot Richardson

Fac to basics
Fac v Treaty

Protects individual risks Protects large block of business

Offer and acceptance basis Reinsurer does not have right of 
rejection on per risk basis

Reinsurer retains right to 
accept or reject each risk

Supported by a contract

Supported by certificate Pre-agreed conditions

Certificate attaches to 
conditions of underlying 

policy

Cession is obligatory

Cession is optional Acceptance is automatic

Other types of facultative reinsurance include facultative obligatory treaty, 
which is a treaty under which the primary insurer has the option to cede or not 

cede individual risks, but the reinsurer must accept any risks that are ceded
Source: NAIC, The Insurer



reinsurer’s ability to trade with $100mn in limit high 
up, now clients are looking for $4mn xs $1mn or $5mn 
xs $5mn facultative covers.

That demand for low-down cover has been 
heightened by the trend for reinsurers to seek to 
move away from lower layers on XoL cat 
structures.

“As programs are getting pushed 
up that net is potentially increasing 
as there’s less appetite [from treaty 
reinsurers] to play lower down, so we’ll 
continue to see our participation within 
the first 10 percent of the TIV.

“That’s just the evolution of fac. We 
are always filling in for either a change in 
perception of risk or actual reactions to 
losses,” said the Arch Re Fac executive.

The demand for fac is not just to 
address growing net retentions in 
relation to XoL treaties.

Ascot Re US president Rory Cline – another veteran 
of the fac market – noted the trend for cedants to cut 
back cessions on quota shares.

“If you bought a 70 percent quota share, now maybe 
you’re buying 35 percent, and that’s now coming back 
into the fac market,” he observed.

“The use of facultative protection 
allows an insurer to be more strategic 
in its reinsurance purchasing to 
take out some of the volatility and 
severity of certain accounts. That’s 
what is starting to happen right 
now, especially in property,” Cline 
continued.

More generally he agreed that 
cedants are taking bigger retentions 
because they are struggling to afford 
the necessary increases they are 
seeing on their property treaties.

Supply shortage
But he cautioned: “Cat is hard to buy. People want more 
and more cat in the fac market, but the price needed 
for this capacity is up substantially.”

Hernandez also pointed to the limited appetite for cat 
among reinsurers, whether treaty or fac.

“It’s a challenge to manage it and make 
sure that you’re making the most of the 
opportunities while taking care of your 
aggregation,” he said.

Michaelsen agreed. “There is a finite 
amount of capacity and I think the 
overriding goal for all of us is to get 
adequate returns for our capital. If you 
are in a hard market you are really looking 
to optimise your portfolio and your risk 
selection to get the most return on your 
capital. In that sense, fac can be more 
selective than treaty,” she said.

Richardson highlighted the demand-
supply equilibrium in the property fac market.

“If the treaty market continues to refuse to take the 
cat you’ve got to find a home for it. Right now, on large 
US property insurance accounts you could literally place 
10 times the amount of fac you place and still not find 
a home for it all. There just is not enough capacity,” he 

said. For Richardson current conditions 
are harder than after 9/11, when fac was at 
the fringes of the reinsurance world with 
relatively few buyers. “Now you have most 
of the panel buying and even with large 
increases in deductibles and prices they 
still want to purchase fac because they 
don’t feel happy with their net and treaty 
lines,” he stated.

That sustained level of heightened 
demand coupled with finite supply 
suggests the fac boom has plenty of road 
to run.
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There is a finite amount 
of capacity and I think the 

overriding goal for all of us is 
to get adequate returns for 

our capital
Ute Michaelsen, Swiss Re Americas 

head of P&C facultative

The fac barrier
With current conditions in the property fac market arguably 
as attractive as they have been in at least two decades, it 
might have been expected that an influx of capital would 
enter to capitalise on the resurgent segment.

Although there has been some increased participation and 
new entrants, that influx has largely not materialised and 
demand continues to strongly outpace supply.

Sources have said that one factor explaining the imbalance 
is the greater barriers of entry to fac compared to treaty.

Recent start-ups – such as Vantage and Conduit Re – have 
looked to grow meaningfully in treaty from the outset in 
part because the business can operate on a relatively low 

headcount without heavy infrastructure.
Fac does require a major investment in people and 

infrastructure to be able to handle the high volume of 
submissions and level of individual risk and account 
underwriting necessary to successfully write the business.

And like almost every area of the commercial (re)insurance 
industry, the fac market is facing a talent shortage.

“We are a subset of that whole war for talent in the 
industry,” suggested Cline.

“But I still think fac is a great space, and it’s a hell of a 
learning experience. Fac is going back to being the eyes and 
ears of any global insurance company,” he said.

Cat is hard to buy. People 
want more and more cat in 

the fac market, but the price 
needed for this capacity is up 

substantially
Ascot Re US president Rory Cline
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Lloyd’s is set for double-digit growth in 2023 amid 
expectations for the “best underwriting environment for 

at least a decade”, with early business plan forecasts showing 
a swathe of syndicates are seeking to grow revenue by 15 
percent or more next year. 

In a press briefing following last week’s H1 results 
announcement, Lloyd’s CEO John Neal revealed he was 
expecting both price increases and organic expansion to 
serve as growth drivers in 2023. 

While the business planning process will continue 
through much of September, The Insurer last month 
revealed details of several private capital-backed 
syndicates that are looking to grow stamp capacity 
substantially in 2023. 

Stamp capacity is a metric unique to Lloyd’s that 
measures the maximum amount of premium income, 
net of acquisition costs, a syndicate can write in an 
underwriting year.

Members’ agents – which advise individual and 
institutional Lloyd’s investors – say expectations of a 
continued hardening of rates in many specialty and 
reinsurance classes is a factor, together with weak 
sterling and high inflation.

In a recent commentary, Hampden Private Capital 
described the current Lime Street underwriting 
environment as the “best for at least a decade”.

“We are now in an excellent position to capitalise 
on hard market conditions in most of the insurance 

classes as well as taking advantage of the long-overdue 
recovery in reinsurance rates,” the members’ agent 
explained.

Managing agents to have notified members’ agents of 
planned increases include Beazley, which now plans to 
lift the stamp capacity of Syndicate 623 by 41.1 percent 
in 2023, having earlier indicated it was seeking a 22.8 
percent increase. 

Syndicate 623 runs parallel to Beazley’s flagship 
Syndicate 2623, which grew its stamp capacity to more 
than £2.7bn this year. This move would cement Beazley’s 
position as Lloyd’s largest underwriter measured by 
gross written premium.

Beazley’s Smart Tracker Syndicate 5623, which is set to 
transition from its current special purpose arrangement 
model into a full market-facing syndicate for 2023, is 
planning to increase its stamp capacity by 66 percent to 
~£340mn for 2023, with members expected to be offered 
an increase in their capacity of between 35 percent and 
40 percent.

Several other managing agents are also targeting 
substantial growth, with Atrium Syndicate 609 looking to 
grow its stamp by 34 percent to £875mn next year.

Dale Underwriting Partners is seeking a pre-emption 
of 33.3 percent for its flagship Syndicate 1729, which 
would increase its stamp capacity to £280mn in 2023.

Argenta Syndicate 2121 is seeking a 21.2 percent pre-
emption for 2023 which will take its stamp capacity to 
£800mn, while Cincinnati Global Syndicate 318 is seeking 
to grow 29.4 percent to £300mn. SA Meacock Syndicate 
727 is also seeking an increase in stamp capacity of 
more than 20 percent, with the syndicate looking to 
grow by 22 percent to £110.5mn for 2023.
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 Talking Points
• Hampden Private Capital has described Lloyd’s underwriting 

environment as “best for at least a decade”
• Lloyd’s chairman Bruce Carnegie-Brown says market has 

earned the right to grow and was “match fit” to tackle 
emerging risks

• Lloyd’s top line grew 17.4% to £24bn during first half of 2022, 
with pricing contributing 7.7 percent
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“Earned the right” to grow
The large pre-emptions highlight a strong appetite for 
growth on One Lime Street. 

The Corporation has previously faced accusations 
that it has been “closed for business”, and criticised for 
holding back growth.

But chairman Bruce Carnegie-Brown gave a bullish 
outlook last week when he said the 
market had “earned the right” to grow and 
was now “match fit” to tackle emerging 
risks such as cyber. 

“We’ve got ourselves to a place where 
for the majority of lines if business rates 
are adequate, indeed many would argue 
that underwriting conditions have not 
been better than they are today for over a 
generation,” he said.

In 2021 Lloyd’s delivered its first full-
year profit since 2016, with the improved 
performance following a period or 
remediation of underperforming business 
lines instigated by former head of 
performance management Jon Hancock. 

While investments posed headwinds during the first 
half of 2022 the market’s underwriting performance 
remained strong, with the aggregate combined ratio 
improving to 91.4 percent – its strongest underwriting 
result since 2015. 

Underwriting profit increased from £960mn in H1 2021 
to £1.2bn in the first six months of this year.

This was despite the market setting aside £1.1bn net 

of reinsurance for the Russia-Ukraine conflict during 
the first half.

Lloyd’s top line grew 17.4 percent to £24.0bn in H1. 
Pricing contributed 7.7 percent to this while volume 
growth from new business was 4.7 percent.

Casualty lines continued to see rates up over 10 
percent in the first half of the year, while all other lines 

excluding motor and energy witnessed 
rate increases of 5-10 percent in H1.

Speaking to The Insurer, Lloyd’s CFO 
and COO Burkhard Keese said the focus 
continues on underperforming portfolios. 

“We are still remediating poor business, 
not renewing it,” he said. “But we’re also 
adding more business, which we believe is 
profitable.”

Keese said that cyber was the class that 
continued to grow the most at Lloyd’s 
– both in terms of new business and 
pricing.

For nat cat business, Keese said 
discussions with syndicates had focused 
on the need for portfolios to be profitable 

over the long term, with an 80 percent likelihood. 
He said key to achieving this was diversification in 
portfolios across geographical regions outside of peak 
risk zones.

And he revealed that business plans for the year 
ahead pointed to an increase in the volume of nat 
cat business being written at Lloyd’s driven by rate 
increases in the class.
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We’ve got ourselves to a 
place where for the majority 

of lines if business rates 
are adequate, indeed 

many would argue that 
underwriting conditions have 
not been better than they are 

today for over a generation

Syndicate proposals for 2023 pre-emption
Syndicate Managing agency 2022 capacity (£) Proposed 2023 capacity (£) Pre-emption (%)

609 Atrium Underwriters 651,666,434 875,000,000 34.3

2121 Argenta Syndicate Management Limited 660,000,000 800,000,000 21.2

623 Beazley Furlonge 588,100,000 829,500,000 41.1

1969 Apollo Syndicate Management 450,000,000 530,000,000 ~18

2791 Managing Agency Partners 400,000,000 475,000,000 18.8

5886 Blenheim Underwriting Ltd 360,000,000 414,000,000 15.0

2010 Lancashire Underwriting Limited 345,000,000 400,000,000 15.9

5623 Beazley Furlonge 204,000,000 ~340,000,000 66.7

318 Cincinnati Global Underwriting Agency 231,770,322 300,000,000 29.4

1729 Asta Managing Agency (Dale) 210,000,000 280,000,000 33.3

4242 Asta Managing Agency (Beat Capital) 225,000,000 260,000,000 15.6

2525 Asta Managing Agency (Ive) 92,400,000 115,000,000 24.4

727 S. A. Meacock & Company 89,100,000 110,500,000 22.0

6103 Managing Agency Partners 66,000,000 76,000,000 15.2

Source: Alpha Insurance Analysts, The Insurer intelligence



Inflation has emerged as the dominant theme influencing 
the upcoming 1 January property renewals as higher 

exposures and the prospect of increased claims costs 
drive demand for limit, with the industry’s reinsurance 
intermediaries forecasting that the issue will shape 
reinsurers’ view of risk. 

There is a consensus that inflation will be the 
number one topic at renewal, driving increased 
demand for catastrophe reinsurance at a time of 
tightening supply following a number of exits or 
significant pullbacks from property cat, including Axis 
Capital, Markel, Axa XL, TransRe and Scor.

While inflation related to property insurance is up to 
varying degrees in all regions, peak peril risk in the US 
is seeing some of the highest impacts. Aon said in its 
latest market outlook report that an estimated $5bn 
in additional reinsurance limit was sought by insurers 
at the June and July 2022 renewals, largely a reflection 
of higher inflation expectations, with this figure set to 
increase further at 1 January. 

Aon added that demand for additional limit at 
January renewals will likely exceed mid-year increases 
on a nominal basis, but the percent impact “may not 
be quite as significant”. 

This view was shared by Lara Mowery, global head of 
distribution at Guy Carpenter, who said inflation was 
expected to lead to “one of the broadest shifts the 
[property reinsurance] market has ever experienced in 
a single year”.

She said “inflation and the drivers of evolving 
loss expectations” will be at the forefront of all 
negotiations. As a result, risk tolerances will continue 
to shift and demand is expected to increase, she said, 
noting that on an underlying basis, there were signs 
that rate increases are no longer keeping pace with 
inflation-driven increases in loss costs.

Mowery added: “While in the past we may have seen 
the industry flex to accommodate 3 to 5 percent growth 
in a given year without any strain, the 2023 ask of 
property reinsurers will be multiples of that.”

Aon’s Mike Van Slooten noted that inflation is 
pushing reinsurers to seek higher returns, putting 
upwards pressure on pricing and further constraining 
capacity for natural catastrophe risk.

Capacity constraints
The impacts of surging inflation are being faced at 
a time of reduced reinsurance capital. Gallagher 
Re found that total capital dedicated to the global 
reinsurance industry declined 11 percent to $647bn 
at half-year 2022, principally driven by substantial 
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Inflation driving increased demand for 
catastrophe reinsurance in run-up to 1.1

 Talking Points
• Inflation will be the ‘number one’ topic at renewal
• The impact of climate change is a particular concern
• Reinsurers reassessing view of risk and appetite for nat cat

What the brokers are saying… 
Andy Marcell, CEO of Aon’s 
Reinsurance Solutions

“We have this more challenging renewal season coming up. But Aon firmly believes 
that there’s a way to navigate the property cat market”

Bradley Maltese, CEO at Howden RE “After years of excess capacity, loss uncertainty and the changing world order have 
combined to create some of the most challenging market conditions in two decades. 
Pricing and risk appetites are responding accordingly”

Brian Shea, managing director for 
strategic and financial analytics, 
Gallagher Re

“The main message is that despite the current macroeconomic turmoil, the global 
reinsurance market is in good health”

Dean Klisura, president and CEO, Guy 
Carpenter

“We continue to see clear capacity constraints in the property cat market and 
retrocession markets across the global marketplace”
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partner you can count on. At OdysseyRe, our team has the 
knowledge, experience and agility to adapt to your needs, 
even as they evolve. In challenging ti mes, know that we 
will provide conti nued stability and are ready to help you 
pave the way forward.

odysseyre.com
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unrealised losses on investment portfolios. James 
Kent, global CEO of Gallagher Re, said the steep 
headline decline in capital “overstates” the impact 
on economic capital positions but warned the figures 
nonetheless show the need for “continued vigilance 
given today’s macroeconomic and geopolitical 
uncertainties and the continuing debate over natural 
catastrophe exposures”.

While the majority of reinsurers have opted to 
maintain existing capacity levels, some have reduced 
or withdrawn their participation in 
the property catastrophe market (see 
above). Data from Aon noted that the 
strengthening of the dollar against the 
euro has particularly impacted European 
reinsurers’ capacity provisions in the run-
up to 1 January.

Aon’s Van Slooten added that the 
resultant capacity crunch will mean 
insurers will have to find alternative 
sources of capital.

He said this means buyers are going 
to need to show “flexibility” at renewal, 
adding that some will need to consider 
all the forms of different capacity that are 
available in the market, whether that be 
traditional solutions, alternative capital solutions or 
parametric solutions.

“There’s lots of different options these days,” he 
said. “This isn’t going to be a ‘business as usual’ 
renewal, it’s going to be one where you’re going to 
have to think quite creatively in order to secure the 
capacity that you’re going to need.”

Climate change and secondary perils
Climate risk is another focus of the upcoming 
renewal. S&P analysis suggests that reinsurers are 

underestimating natural catastrophe risk by 33 percent 
to 50 percent, which could point to future volatility in 
earnings and the cost of reinsurance if reinsurers do 
not properly account for climate change in catastrophe 
models and pricing.

This was backed up by broker Howden, which found 
that cumulative insured losses since 2017 are now 
approaching $500bn – driven by the effects of climate 
change. It said that perils once regarded as ‘secondary’ 
or ‘non-peak’ have been the biggest component of 

loss since 2013 in all but one year – 2017. 
At the same time, losses from severe 
weather have come close to surpassing 
those from global tropical cyclones.

“The ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ 
distinctions of the past are becoming 
increasingly redundant due to the effects 
of climate change,” it said in its latest 
research report, noting that losses in 
recent years from convective storms, 
floods, winter storms, derechos and 
wildfires, along with increased severity 
from more established risks such as 
tropical cyclones, have prompted some 
reinsurers to conclude that “price alone 
is not sufficient” to compensate for the 

volatility of cat business.
The impact of losses from the Russia-Ukraine conflict 

so soon after the market was rocked by Covid-19 has 
also contributed to the transitioning reinsurance cycle, 
the broker said. 

“Coinciding with other external headwinds such 
as capital markets turmoil, war-related losses and a 
commodities crisis, the reinsurance sector enters peak 
hurricane season more exposed to losses and broader 
macro / geopolitical risks than it has been in the last 
15 to 20 years,” it said.
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Key themes dominating the January 2023 renewals
Theme Notes

Inflation Inflation is the number one topic for property renewals in January, affecting all markets to varying degrees. 
Higher exposures and the prospect of increased claims costs will drive demand for limit, as well as shape 
reinsurers’ view of risk

Capital Overall reinsurance capital dipped in the first half of 2022 and a number of reinsurers have curbed their 
appetite for property cat reinsurance. This has led to a mismatch in supply and demand

Secondary perils Perils once regarded as ‘secondary’ have been the biggest component of loss since 2013 in all but one year 
(2017). This shift in loss experience has led to some high-profile exits from the property cat reinsurance 
market in 2022

Climate change The continued influence of climate change on individual weather events is expected to bring further pressure 
to the (re)insurance market and likely accelerate demand beyond the January renewal

Russia-Ukraine Losses from the Russia-Ukraine conflict are complex and for some classes will take time to be fully 
understood and resolved. Brokers expect this to be another central discussion point at 1.1

This isn’t going to be a 
‘business as usual’ renewal, 
it’s going to be one where 

you’re going to have to think 
quite creatively in order to 

secure the capacity that 
you’re going to need
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Convex expects to grow by around 50 percent year on 
year in 2022 as it continues to build out its portfolio, 

according to group CEO Paul Brand.
Brand, who succeeded Stephen Catlin in the role in 

June having previously served as deputy CEO, told The 
Insurer the London-Bermuda carrier was continuing 
to achieve traction in building its client base, which in 
turn was presenting it with “more leads and greater 
influence”. 

“While our appetite stays largely constant 
over time, our ability to establish the right 
relationships ensures the benefits of those 
partnerships in the market,” he said. 

Convex has enjoyed rapid growth since 
its launch in 2019 under the leadership 
of Catlin and Brand, a partnership which 
oversaw the rapid expansion of Catlin 
Group prior to its $4bn+ acquisition by XL 
in 2015.

Convex generated just over $1bn in gross 
written premium (GWP) during its first full 
year of underwriting, and says it is on track 
to increase GWP to $3bn in 2022.  

Brand said the group would likely see a modest shift 
in the balance of its portfolio towards reinsurance this 
year, reflecting premium growth on the back of price 
increases.

“Lots of people are running backwards from 
reinsurance at the moment, particularly for short-tail 
lines, which are having a pronounced impact on pricing,” 

he said. “While we are not growing our overall aggregate, 
we are growing premiums in that space.”

Brand said the biggest changes were in property 
catastrophe reinsurance, which faces 
continued uncertainty over the impact of 
climate change on loss severity/frequency 
as well as questions over what will happen 
in terms of retro availability at year-end. 

Difficult European cat renewal ahead
For European cat-exposed business, Brand 
said it will be another difficult renewal for 
buyers. 

“The screw is tightening on retro and 
that will have an impact. There have also 
been new losses, alongside the continued 

digestion of previous losses.
“You will see big players actively reducing or 

withdrawing from property cat reinsurance. It will be very 
tough for buyers.”

Brand said some opportunities were already emerging 
in classes impacted by the Russia-Ukraine conflict but 
added that Convex will take a “thoughtful approach”, and 
participate “where we think it makes sense”. 
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Convex targets 
reinsurance and 
E&S in 2023
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We will look at how much 
should be driven by profit on 
capital exposed to risk, and 
whether there is rationale 
to generate profit from fee 

generation as well

On the eve of the Rendez-Vous, Convex 
CEO Paul Brand met with The Insurer to 
examine the carrier’s growth strategy in 
2023 and his views on market dynamics

 Talking Points
• Convex CEO forecasts tough European cat renewal for buyers 

with “screw tightening on retro”
• New US MGU to target business that doesn’t come to London 

and part of strategy to diversify sources of income
• Option of targeting a Lloyd’s presence remains “under careful 

consideration” as group examines strategies to enhance 
market share

• Remains cautious on cyber



He said the group remains cautious on cyber. 
“We have not come to a decision that it is a good time 

to enter. But it is a line of business clients increasingly 
want cover for and we are carefully looking at it.”

Brand said he remained concerned whether the 
industry had a full grasp on its cyber exposures.

“The industry is not good at looking around corners 
and seeing what might happen, and predicting the future 
loss cost of cyber is quite difficult.

“We are not at the point where we are convinced this 
peril is completely understood, and fear the market may 
be understating what a future cyber cat loss looks like.”

Addressable market share
Convex also recently announced the 
launch of a US MGU platform – Convex 
North America Insurance Services LLC – as 
it looks to target E&S business that is not 
accessible via the London market.

Brand said the move was “an addressable 
market share play at its core”.

“The US is clearly the biggest market for 
the types of insurance we do, but only a 
fraction of that business comes to London.

“For the business that doesn’t come to London, it 
makes sense to build a platform that can address that.”

As the company continues to expand, Brand said it will 
consider how to diversify its sources of income. 

“We will look at how much should be driven by profit 
on capital exposed to risk, and whether there is rationale 
to generate profit from fee generation as well.”

Over time, he said the group will examine whether it 
can access a different pool of capital by using the MGU to 
write on behalf of other carriers as well as Convex. 

While the group has to date opted not to have its own 
Lloyd’s syndicate, Brand said it is keeping the option of a 
Lloyd’s presence “under careful consideration”. 

“As with the MGU, the question is around increasing 
addressable market share. At some point we may 
consider addressing our market share by obtaining more 
licences and Lloyd’s could be a means of doing this.”

Improving relevance
Brand is now approaching four decades in the (re)
insurance world and has previously spoken of the need 
to be passionate about the business if you are to make a 
successful career of it. 

But he also believes companies have an important 
role to play in making those entering the business feel 

engaged with what they do. 
“People need to feel engaged, they need 

to understand the purpose of what they do, 
and bring part of themselves to their roles,” 
he said. 

“The problem the industry faces is that, 
in terms of influence and relevance to 
clients, it is going backwards rather than 
forwards. “To change that trajectory, the 
industry needs to address the people 
challenge, the technology challenge and 
improve its relevance to customers.”

Brand said he was taking an open-minded approach 
to working practices in the aftermath of the Covid-19 
pandemic, with the focus being on productivity rather 
than presenteeism. 

“Convex had quite a flexible approach even prior to 
Covid, and will continue to be flexible post-Covid.

“Speaking personally, I think I do my best work 
from the office, whether that be making connections, 
helping solve problems, or giving direction. “But does 
everybody have to be in the office from 9 to 5 every day? 
No – that’s just presenteeism and doesn’t drive success. 
The question is how you make yourself productive as a 
company.”
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You will see big players 
actively reducing or 

withdrawing from property 
cat reinsurance. It will be very 

tough for buyers

October 2018
Convex incorporated

 in Bermuda

Convex milestones

March 2019
Founding CEO 
Stephen Catlin

publicly unveils Convex 
at an event hosted

by The Insurer

May 2019
Formally launches 

with ~$1.7bn of capital 
with Onex Partners as 
cornerstone investor

October 2019
Convex’s UK business 
approved by NAIC to 

write excess and 
surplus lines across 

the US

October 2020
Raises $1bn in 
fresh equity 

from Onex and 
new co-investors

August 2021
Publishes 2020 

financial 
statement which 
reveals Convex 

generated $1.1bn 
of GWP in first 

full year of 
underwriting

September 2021
Creates 

Luxembourg-based 
European insurance 

entity to serve clients 
within European 
Economic Area

June 2022
Co-founder Paul 
Brand succeeds 
Stephen Catlin 

as CEO, with 
Catlin becoming 

executive 
chairman

July 2022
Launches US platform – 
Convex North America 
Insurance Services LLC 
(Convex US) – to target 

E&S business that is not 
accessible via the London 

market



Swiss Re’s CUO Thierry Léger’s comments 
that reinsurance rates will continue 

their momentum into 2023 (see front page 
article) are the latest in a line of industry 
heavyweight predictions. Speaking to 
The Insurer TV on the eve of the Rendez-
Vous, Leger cited “heightened volatility” 
as a reminder of the risk environment 
reinsurers are operating in. 

His comments were echoed at a recent 
televised cat panel discussion 
organised by The Insurer 
in conjunction with Guy 
Carpenter with Chris Donelan, 
CEO of global reinsurance 
at Sompo International, 
commenting: “1.1 is going 
to be extremely interesting, 
because it could be the first 
time in a really long time that 
a majority of our products 
could be in hard territory.”

An additional contributory 
factor has been the narrowing 
of cat appetite among a 
number of reinsurers, in part because 
of reduced retro aggregate protections. 
In a report last month, S&P 
calculated that half of the top 
21 global reinsurers grew their 
cat exposures in 2022 with 
the other half taking a “more 
cautious” and “defensive” 
stance by reducing aggregates.

The “king’s class” 
But Léger said Swiss Re has no plans to 
reduce its market share in 2023.

“For me, nat cat is the Formula One – 

it’s the king’s class in reinsurance,” he 
said. “We are seeing volatility, but over 
any period of more than five years, it 
has always been a very positive line of 
business – the experience is important.”

The other aspects Léger believes are 
in Swiss Re’s favour are its modelling 
capabilities and balance sheet.

“We have an incredible wealth of data 
– we have more than 190 proprietary 

models … but we also have our own 
very large balance sheet. That means 

we do not depend on, for example, 
retrocession, as much as maybe 

others do.”
He concluded: “This is 

definitely not the time to 
run away from this class of 

business, but to the contrary, 
actually write even more of those 

risks at the price levels where they are 
today. So, that’s our conviction and I 
would find it much harder to argue the 
other way around.”

Léger was speaking after a relatively 
modest year thus far for nat cats, with 
no named storm formations in August 
for the first time in 25 years. Yesterday 
(10 September) is commonly regarded as 
the peak date for Atlantic hurricanes. 

While this is a significant 
improvement on this time last year – 
when reinsurers were still coming to 
terms with a $12bn+ loss bill emerging 

from the 2021 European 
floods – many H1 cat 
budgets were nonetheless 
still exhausted with loss 
experience from events such 
as the droughts in southern 
Brazil. Swiss Re recently 
estimated H1 industry-wide 
natural cat losses at $35bn 
for the first half of 2022, still 
higher than the $29bn H1 
average over the past decade.

Léger was speaking on 
The Insurer TV, as part of our 
#ReinsuranceMonth coverage. 

The televised interview can be viewed in 
full at www.theinsurer.com.

The Insurer Comment:
The Rendez-Vous has long been 
characterised by 1.1 shadow boxing 
between reinsurers and brokers 
adopting contrasting positions on rate 
directions.

This year feels different with even 
brokers acknowledging that inflation is 
a game-changer for 1.1. Expect similar 
assertive messaging from Swiss Re 
rivals over the next few days…

Swiss Re Léger backs predictions of further 1.1 rate 
hardening because of “heightened volatility”
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Catastrophe losses at the top 21 global 
reinsurers were beyond budget in 2021

Modeled net loss ($bn)

($bn)

GC US property cat ROL index – 1990 to 2022
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The turbulent market environment heading into 1.1 will 
create a challenging property catastrophe renewal 

market where data transparency, clear communication, 
and broad market engagement will be critically important, 
according to Joe Monaghan, Global Growth Leader, 
Reinsurance Solutions at Aon.

In an interview with The Insurer, Monaghan said there 
were challenges at the June and July renewals, “and 
those challenges will continue into 1.1”.

“It is a very turbulent environment,” he said.
In a recent report on the mid-year renewals, Aon 

highlighted that reinsurers reduced their appetite 
for catastrophe exposure following several years of 
above-average catastrophe claims. Property natural 
catastrophe capacity contracted materially for the first 
time since 2005, and some reinsurers would not write 
certain risks, such as lower layers of reinsurance limit 
for Florida catastrophe risk, at any price.

Monaghan pointed to the factors that are driving 
concern among reinsurers, including frequency and 
severity trends over the past five years, the difficulty in 
quantifying secondary perils, rising inflation, the impact 
of climate change and the strength of the US dollar.

“All of the factors that are reducing reinsurer risk 
appetite for property cat, especially for peak zones, are 
also contributing to increased buyer demand,” he said. 
“Everybody’s dealing with the same drivers. It’s leading 
insurers to say we need more protection. It’s leading 
reinsurers to say we need to sell less protection.”
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The lower attaching layers and aggregate 
programs, especially in the US, are areas 
where reinsurers have moved away from 

the risk, and that’s driven by losses in 
those layers. That’s also the area where 
many of our clients need the capacity. 

We’ll see a lot more non-indemnity 
structures as we try to find innovative 

ways to bridge the gap
Aon’s Monaghan on finding new solutions to fill 

gaps left by traditional reinsurance

1.1RE
NE

WAL PREVIEW
RENEWAL PREVIEW

 Talking Points
• Reinsurers have moved away from low attaching layers and 

aggregate covers, especially in the US
• Global reinsurance capital down to $600bn at 30 June
• Reinsurers concerned over frequency and severity, 

quantification of secondary perils, rising inflation, climate 
change impact and strength of US dollar

• More non-indemnity structures expected to be utilized to 
bridge caps in coverage
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The market environment also means 
very limited new capital is coming into the 
space. Aon estimates that global reinsurer 
capital totalled $600bn at 30 June 2022, 
down $75bn from the end of 2021. The 
drop was driven principally by unrealized 
losses on bonds, linked to rising interest 
rates.

Furthermore, the capital that has come 
into the market has been focused on non-
property cat areas.

“We’ve seen price increases, but we 
haven’t seen significant new capital 
come into the reinsurance space in 
2022 or in 2021,” Monaghan said. “All 
forms of capital, whether it’s traditional, 
collateralized or securitized capital, are 
facing the same challenges. Now more 
than ever you need to be connected to 
the broadest range of capacity.”

As such, the executive said 
communication is key in a marketplace 
like this.

“Reinsurers want to see clear, 
thoughtful, concise evidence of how 
insurers are already tackling issues like inflation. I 
don’t think reinsurers want to double count or double 
dip in terms of the 
charges they’re 
making but in the 
absence of clear 
evidence of what 
the primary carrier 
is doing, reinsurers 
are making bulk 
assumptions and 
adding that into the 
pricing,” Monaghan 
said.

He added: “It’s also 
the case that the 
models, for example, 
the third-party 
catastrophe models 
don’t have a uniform 
answer to this. So reinsurers are applying their own 
factors, and that varies from one reinsurer to the next 
but could be a double digit adjustment on exposure.”

A stressed system
A concern in a market environment like the current 
one is that it creates stress on the entire system, 
Monaghan said.

“It can sometimes become adversarial,” he said. 
“That’s counterproductive. Our job is to provide our 
clients with a sound execution strategy supported 

by strong analytics that enable capacity 
providers to make an appropriate pricing 
assessment so that we can complete the 
placement. It’s important for everyone to 
reflect upon the fact that the drivers are 
universal that are affecting both sides.

“Reinsurers are having a difficult time 
with the retro capacity. Their investors 
want them to limit the exposure for 
the same reason the primary carriers’ 
investor base wants them to buy more 
protection for the exposure on the nat 
cat side.”

Monaghan said that stress levels will go 
up as the market gets closer to 1.1.

“We engaged with clients earlier than 
usual to develop renewal strategies,” he 
said.

Even with that, Monaghan believes it 
will be a challenging renewal season. He 
added Aon is utilizing its global resources 
to identify and engage additional sources 
of capacity.

On the alternative capital side, Aon 
believes it is possible to find investors 

that will support the business and find it a diversifier.
“They have to be convinced that there’s a return to 

be made,” he said. 
“We’ve had significant 
rate increases over 
the last several years, 
and going forward, 
I think investors are 
trying to determine 
whether those 
create a sufficient 
return. Insurance 
assets remain an 
interesting source 
of diversification for 
many of the investors 
with whom we’ve 
engaged.”

Monaghan added: 
“The lower attaching 

layers and aggregate programs, especially in the US, 
are areas where reinsurers have moved away from 
the risk, and that’s driven by losses in those layers. 
That’s also the area where many of our clients need 
the capacity. We’ll see a lot more non-indemnity 
structures as we try to find innovative ways to bridge 
the gap.

“We’re putting strategies in place to secure 
capacity for our clients before it’s exhausted because 
reinsurance continues to be one of the most accretive 
and valuable sources of capital for insurers.”

All of the factors that are 
reducing reinsurer risk 

appetite for property cat, 
especially for peak zones, are 
also contributing to increased 

buyer demand. Everybody’s 
dealing with the same drivers. 

It’s leading insurers to say 
we need more protection. It’s 
leading reinsurers to say we 
need to sell less protection
Joe Monaghan, Global Growth 

Leader for Reinsurance Solutions 
at Aon on demand and supply 

dynamics in property cat

Global reinsurance capital down at 30 June ($bn) 

Source: Company financial statements, Aon’s Reinsurance Solutions, Aon Securities Inc
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Cat bond pricing hardened in the first half of 2022 as 
investors required higher compensation for the capital 

they provided to sponsors, but observers say demand 
should remain strong given the reduced traditional 
reinsurance capacity. 

In its latest report Aon said it expects 
cat bond market momentum to continue 
through H2 this year to match the record 
issuance levels of 2021.

In the broker’s ILS Annual Report 2022, 
Aon Securities chairman and CEO Paul 
Schultz referred to this momentum as an 
“an impressive feat given the headwinds 
experienced in the space at times 
throughout the first half of 2022”.

Cat bond issuance reached near-record 
issuance levels of $12bn from 1 July last 
year to 30 June this year. The record level 
of $13bn was reached in the prior year.

“We expect an orderly market to 
continue and momentum to carry into 
2023,” Schultz added.

Geopolitical factors such as the 
Russia-Ukraine conflict, a spike in global 
inflation, rising interest rates and currency 
volatility were all headwinds in the first 
half of 2022, as spreads increased for cat 
bonds.

Cedant demand for the product “remained robust”, 
however, Aon noted.

“Whilst the cat bond market has observed rate 

hardening, it continues to diversify and attract both 
new and repeat sponsors, with relatively larger 
increases in traditional (re)insurance pricing placing 
the ILS market in a more competitive position year on 
year,” the report noted.

In the year ended 30 June 2022, 
Bermuda was the largest issuer domicile 
with 41 transactions, followed by five from 
Singapore and three from Cayman, out of 
a total of 54 transactions globally.

The “quest” for more capacity
Investors have turned to cat bonds 
as a type of ILS product that offers 
diversification to their portfolio. This asset 
class has been offering relatively attractive 
conditions, given the modest catastrophe 
frequency and severity.

And “the overall theme remains 
that diversification is playing out well 
compared to prior ‘bull years’ of the 
broader financial markets”, said Richard 
Pennay, CEO ILS at Aon Securities.

“With the space continuing to 
display its ability to offer a source of 
diversification from the volatility so far 
observed in the broader capital markets 

this year – one can reasonably expect further capital to 
seek to benefit from this trait,” he added.

Pennay also noted that “the quest for more capacity 
from ILS markets is well under way” for products like 
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Whilst the cat bond market 
has observed rate hardening, 
it continues to diversify and 
attract both new and repeat 

sponsors, with relatively 
larger increases in traditional 
(re)insurance pricing placing 

the ILS market in a more 
competitive position year on 

year
Aon highlights the strong sponsor 

demand for cat bonds



proportional-based sidecars or non-proportional 
reinsurance via cat bonds or collateralised reinsurance.

In the first half of this year, ILS capital markets 
capacity was estimated at $95bn, a decrease of around 
2 percent compared with the same period last year.

But Aon noted that, as a resilient and robust market, 
ILS capacity is in a 
strong position for 
the remainder of 
the year.

“We are now in 
a market where 
the demand 
for ILS capacity 
exceeds supply 
of ILS capital, and 
whilst this results 
in higher prices 
and tighter terms 
and conditions, 
regular sponsors 
of ILS products are 
increasingly grateful 
for this alternative 
source of capital, 
forging strong relationships with the capital markets in 
the process,” Pennay added.

Separately, Moody’s said reinsurers are increasingly 
dependent on cat bonds and sidecars for retro 
protection as collateralised aggregate capacity 
contracted last year with the re-emergence of trapped 
capital. According to the rating agency, reinsurers have 
sponsored 15 cat bonds since June 2021 to access retro 
capacity, providing $2.85bn of limit.

Upsized cat bonds
In its latest update on the ILS market, AM Best 
reported that overall property casualty cat bond 
issuance in the first half of this year totalled $8.1bn 
from 35 transactions, compared with $8.5bn from 29 
transactions in the first half of 2021. 

The $5.0bn placed in the second quarter of 2022 was 
down from $5.9bn in Q2 2021. 

However, the report said that 23 – or 66 percent – of 
the 35 144A cat bond transactions in the first half were 
upsized from their initial guidance levels, for a total 
$1.6bn upsized amount and an average increase of 36 
percent. 

Overall, the amount issued in the first half of 2022 
was 23 percent higher than initial guidance.

The report also noted that 23 cat bonds were priced 
above the midpoint of initial pricing guidance, while 13 
were priced above the upper bound of initial guidance. 

“Pricing in the first half of 2022 contrasted with 
pricing outcomes in the first half of 2021, when none 
of the 29 cat bonds issued during that period priced 

above the upper bound of initial pricing guidance, 
while 20 of the 29 priced below the lower bound,” the 
report said.

It added: “There were more cat bond tranches that 
could not be placed in the first half of 2022 compared 
to prior years – in some cases, entire deals could 

not be placed. 
Fifteen tranches in 
eight transactions 
were marketed to 
investors but pulled 
in the first half. The 
target amounts 
for these tranches 
came to more than 
$500mn.” 

AM Best 
commented that the 
reasons for pulling 
a cat bond vary 
but the inability 
to place some cat 
bonds “seems to 
connect with the 
broader theme of 

market hardening”. The rating agency suggested that 
more sponsors never made it far enough to market 
a cat bond because they perceived that pricing and 
conditions would not be favourable. 

Cat bond CAGR sustained in H1
Meanwhile, Swiss Re Capital Markets (SRCM) noted that 
the ILS market gave sponsors an alternative source 
of risk transfer capacity in a hardening reinsurance 
market.

“Some reinsurers have reduced capacity in peak 
zones or closed their natural catastrophe portfolios 
entirely, which has led to increased opportunities in 
the ILS market,” the report said. “Given the need for 
more overall reinsurance capacity, we expect the trend 
of increased new issuance volume to continue and 
result in further growth.”

SRCM said the cat bond market is on track to sustain 
its compound annual growth rate, which is 8.96 percent 
since 2012. At the midpoint of 2022 there was just over 
$36.2bn notional outstanding.

Net cash flow (new issuance minus maturities) into 
the market from the beginning of 2021 through the 
first half of 2022 was nearly $4.9bn, SRCM said, which it 
noted helps explain the spread widening seen in this 
year.

Net cash flow has also been impacted by loss 
payments to sponsors. Payouts in H1 2022 from loss 
events in prior years reached nearly $230mn, while 
in the past four and a half years loss payments have 
reached $2.0bn.
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The cat bond market in 2022 has paid recoveries for 
prior-year events including Hurricane Ida, Hurricane 
Florence and Hurricane Michael.

Despite the drop in cat bond issuance in the 
first half, a handful of new sponsors emerged, with 
$805mn in debut cat bonds issued in the period. The 
new sponsors were Inigo Insurance, Kin, SureChoice 
Underwriters Reciprocal Exchange, Core Specialty, Peak 
Re and The Hanover. 

ILS managers’ different strategies
AM Best in its report said that investors are evaluating 
their options, with the financial landscape in flux.

“Property catastrophe ILS often is touted for its 
diversification benefits, 
but investors may be 
willing to forgo the 
benefits if the expected 
return on another 
asset is high enough 
to make up for the 
lack of diversification,” 
the report said. “For 
this reason, there 
appears to be a floor 
of 6 percent to 7 
percent for cat bond 
spreads, regardless 
of expected loss 
level, sponsor quality, 
type of coverage, or 
other aspects of the 
transaction.”

AM Best commented 
that ILS managers are 
employing different 
strategies to improve 
results – “some are 
emphasising pricing 
increases, while others 
are focused on optimising deal structures as well as 
terms and conditions”.

ILS managers believe they can improve results by 
moving toward severity-based, rather than frequency-
based, agreements. This is leading them to word 
contracts to focus on named perils only, and write 
more per-occurrence contracts rather than aggregate 
contracts. 

“For the aggregate deals, ILS managers are more 
inclined to include per-event caps that limit the 
amount that any single loss contributes to the erosion 
of the aggregate deductible. In some cases, the per-
event caps are set so that the aggregate attachment 
will not be breached until three to four events have 
occurred,” the report said.

AM Best believes that investors’ scepticism of 

catastrophe risk modelling may keep them from 
deploying additional capital even as prices rise to 
attractive levels.

The rating agency noted that the first half saw cat 
losses from floods in Australia, windstorms in Europe, 
earthquakes in Japan and convective storms in the 
US. But ILS managers believe that the underwriting 
tightening measures taken over the last year should 
mitigate the impact of these events on ILS investments.

ILS investors are also increasingly optimistic about 
avoiding losses from Winter Storm Uri in 2021, which 
caused industry losses estimated at $15bn.

Over 130 insurers are jointly suing the Electric 
Reliability Council of Texas and dozens of power-

generating entities 
for grid failure, with 
increasing confidence 
that successful 
litigation or settlement 
may reduce insurers’ 
losses considerably. 

“Some market 
participants believe 
that, if significant 
subrogation 
recoveries result from 
this litigation, the 
aggregate contracts 
might ultimately not 
attach to the coverage 
layers,” AM Best said.

ILS returns slightly 
negative in H1
SRCM’s report 
highlighted that the 
broader financial 
markets in the first half 
navigated volatility 
resulting from rising 

inflation, the Russia-Ukraine war and interest rate 
fluctuations.

“Despite these factors, ILS markets have performed 
relatively well throughout the first half of 2022 with 
year-to-date returns only slightly negative for the 
year and the third most active H1 for new issuance on 
record,” it said.

The Swiss Re Global Cat Bond Total Return Index 
showed year-to-date investor returns of -0.35 percent, 
with the negative return driven by spread widening as a 
result of the hardening reinsurance market. 

SRCM said this suggested an improved outlook for 
returns in years to come. “Barring any major natural 
catastrophes which might cause principal losses, we 
expect performance should recover strongly in the 
second half of the year,” the report said.
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Source: Swiss Re Capital Markets Deal Database, as of June 30, 2022
Disclaimer: 2022 Estimate is achieved by applying the 9.5-year CAGR to the 2021 EoY total notional.
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Attractive pricing and terms and conditions in the 
ILS market have paved the way for a “thriving and 

sustainable” future for the sector, according to Leadenhall 
Capital Partners’ Luca Albertini, with ILS capital expected to 
soon break through the $100bn milestone. 

Speaking to The Insurer TV as part of the 
#ReinsuranceMonth interview series, Leadenhall’s 
founding partner and CEO cited a stronger 
pricing environment, the development 
of models and improved terms and 
conditions as key factors that have made 
the ILS market attractive for investors.

“Clearly, with all the evolution that 
we’ve had in the last few years [in the 
ILS market], we’ve reached a level where 
the market is genuinely attractive. If you 
actually look at ILS capital still allocated 
to the sector, it is at an all-time high and 
that shows interest in natural catastrophe,” 
Albertini said.

“We’re pretty positive and very happy that our market 
is starting to receive the premium and the terms and 
conditions that are actually needed for the market to 
thrive in a sustainable way.  

“It’s all about sustainability, and ILS capital is looking 
for sustainable, long-term investment rather than 
opportunistic and that has been proven,” he added.

Specifically looking at cat bond issuances, Albertini 
said this part of the ILS market is “very healthy”, with a 
number of transactions being placed at the high end of 
pricing guidance during the first half of the year.

Albertini’s remarks tally with a recent report published 
by Aon in which the broker said it expects cat bond 
market momentum to continue throughout H2 this year 
to match the record issuance levels of 2021.

Cat bond issuance reached near-record issuance 
levels of $12bn from 1 July last year to 30 June this year. 
The record level of $13bn was reached in the prior year.

In addition to rate hardening, losses in the cat bond 
market have been less severe than in some other parts 
of the wider market, adding to its attractiveness. 

Having lifted assets under management (AuM) at 
Leadenhall to $6.6bn in September last year, Albertini 
revealed during the interview with The Insurer TV that 
AuM has dipped slightly to around $5.9bn across its life 

and non-life portfolio.
Albertini said the company has been 

focusing on diversifying its portfolio of 
products.

“Life and non-life has always been 
around 50/50, but in our AuM base, 
currently life is a bit more but you know, 
this changes with the fundraising, and we 
have a number of initiatives on the way 
to raise funds at the end of the year, both 
in life, non-life and also we are looking at 
expanding on insurance credit,” he said. 

Nectaris Re
Albertini said the fund manager has also been enjoying 
growth through the backing of Bermuda reinsurer 
Nectaris Re, providing clients with an alternative rated 
platform that reduces the “structural problems” related 
to trapped collateral.

While the initial plan set out to write 10 percent of 
business directly into Nectaris Re, success has enabled it 
to increase plans to 20 percent this year, which Albertini 
said was “better than expected and very encouraging”.

For the full 15-minute 
interview and to hear 
more on Leadenhall’s 
strategy, the significance 
of ESG considerations for 
investors and more, visit 
www.theinsurer.com.
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Global reinsurance capital declined 11 percent during 
the first half of 2022 amid a challenging investment 

environment, according to Gallagher Re. 
But Brian Shea, the broker’s managing director for 

strategic and financial analytics, said the reinsurance 
sector remains in “good health”, with premiums 
growing by 14 percent and the reported combined 
ratio reaching 93 percent during H1, the best result 
since 2015. 

Shea told The Insurer the capital decline – total 
industry dedicated capital fell to $647bn in H1 from 
$729bn at year-end 2021 – was driven by significant 
unrealised investment losses during the first half of 
the year, almost half of which was attributable to 
Berkshire Hathaway subsidiary National Indemnity.

A combination of factors – rising interest rates, a 
decline in equity markets and widening credit spreads 
– all impacted the value of reinsurers’ investments 
during the first half of the year.

Despite these headwinds, Shea said the impact 
on rating agency and regulatory measures of capital 
adequacy had been less significant, with average 
European solvency ratios increasing during H1 
despite significant 
decreases in reported 
shareholders’ equity.

For the subset of 
companies within the 
study that provide the 
relevant disclosures, 
the reported 
combined ratio of 
93 percent was a 1.1 
percentage point 
improvement on the 
first half of 2021.

On an underlying 
basis, there were 
signs that rate 

increases are no longer keeping pace with inflation-
driven increases in loss costs. 

The accident year loss ratio excluding catastrophe 
business deteriorated 0.4 points to 60.2 percent, with 
the expense ratio across the group of companies 
improving 0.2 points to 29.4 percent.

“The main message is that despite the current 
macroeconomic turmoil, the global reinsurance 
market is in good health,” Shea told this publication.

“For the relevant capital policemen of reinsurance 
companies, whether that is a regulator, AM Best or 
S&P, an 11 percent drop is an exaggeration of what is 
actually happening.”

Shea said the major question now was what would 
happen with inflation, 
and whether the 
current upward trend 
is transitory or here 
to stay. 

“The question now 
is how aggressive 
central banks 
will be in taming 
inflation and moving 
the impact out of 
economies. To date, 
the reinsurance 
industry has done a 
good job in staying on 
top of this,” he said.

Reinsurance capital dips 11% in H1 as 
unrealised investments fall by $78bn
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Total industry capital decreased by 11 percent  
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 Talking Points
• Global reinsurance capital down 11% to $647bn in H1
• Unrealised investment losses reduce industry capital by $78bn
• Reinsurance market combined ratio improves 1.1 points to 93%
• Sector reports underlying RoE of 7.5% (H1 2021: 6.3%)
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I have seen commentary in the media about investors 
preferring to put their equity behind MGAs rather than 

insurance companies. Certainly, we are seeing an increasing 
number of new MGA proposals in the single risk market which 
focus on medium- to long-term credit and political risks 
transactions.  

Admittedly, MGAs are not new to the market, and 
they cover a range of activities from $1bn+ multiline 
portfolios down to $10mn monoline niche 
products. 

MGAs are an established part of surety 
markets such as Italy, Norway and South 
Africa. And trade credit MGAs have 
been active for many years in the UK, 
Australia and Canada. Reinsurers apply 
an additional layer of diligence driven 
by some scepticism around the MGA 
concept. But why is that and what does it 
mean for MGA business cases looking for 
reinsurance capacity?

Key areas to consider for a reinsurer
Trade credit and surety MGAs have shown higher 
results volatility than their peer group of insurance 
underwriters, including cases of complete portfolio 
meltdowns with loss ratios that would not normally be 
seen from an insurer.

An MGA is an additional link in the underwriting chain 
with the need for cost compensation and a portion of 
the profit. In a non-proportional reinsurance market this 
would not be a concern, but the majority of credit risk-
related reinsurance programs are proportional where 
the cost structure of the reinsured business is one of the 
essential parameters. 

Does an MGA have the potential to write its specific 
credit-related business at a lower loss ratio through the 
economic cycle versus the peer insurance group to allow 
reinsurers the same margin despite the higher cost? 

What might make a lot of sense for an insurer from a 
combined ratio perspective doesn’t work for a reinsurer 
anymore after adding the overrider to compensate the 
insurer for its own cost.

Let’s look at the insurance market as no MGA can 
issue a policy without the capacity of a licensed 
insurance carrier. In trade credit, surety and single risk 
the insureds/beneficiaries are mainly large corporates, 
banks, public entities and multilateral institutions. 

For most of them a very strong credit rating is key 
when selecting the counterparty to insure with. An MGA, 
especially in the single risk market, will need access to 
at least A rated insurance paper to be considered by the 

insureds. However, as most A and better 
rated insurers are already writing these 
product lines in-house, the available pool 
of insurers that could qualify from a rating 
perspective while writing one of these lines 
through an MGA is very limited.

Reinsurers will usually not consider 
the MGA as the sole counterparty and 
look at the insurance carrier purely as 
an exchangeable fronting entity. Ideally, 
the insurer is an existing client with the 

reinsurer already having a deep knowledge of the 
insurer’s underwriting culture. 

Credit risk-related insurance business needs to 
perform well through an economic cycle and for this 
reason reinsurers usually commit proportional capacity 
in these classes under the assumption of a long-term 
relationship as exiting the treaty after one or two years 
will leave them with tail risk averaging four to five years 
in surety and single risk, with some policies running off 
over 10-15 years.

Liberty Mutual Re supports MGA activities in the 
segment of trade credit, surety and single risk business 
subject to a high confidence level that the insurer/
MGA partnership is for the long term, with the insurer 
retaining a substantial portion of the risk and having full 
risk oversight supported by its own credit know-how. 

The MGA business plan needs to be realistic, as 
aggressive growth quickly drags you down the credit 
curve.

Increasing MGA activity in trade credit, surety 
and single risk business – a reinsurer’s view

Reinsurers apply an 
additional layer of diligence 
driven by some scepticism 
around the MGA concept

Uwe Haug 
is head of 
business 
development 
and 
underwriting 
strategy – 
financial risks 
reinsurance at 
Liberty Mutual 
Reinsurance

Liberty Mutual Re’s Uwe Haug provides his 
perspective on the increasingly prominent role MGAs 
are playing in the credit and political risk space
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For the second time in three years, the (re)insurance sector 
has had to contend with an unmodelled loss which is 

expected to cost billions of dollars but with little clarity over 
the final bill.

As was the case with reserving for Covid-19 claims 
during the first half of 2020, reserves booked for the 
Russia-Ukraine conflict during the first six months of 
2022 are subject to a very high degree of uncertainty.

This is particularly 
the case for reserves 
linked to Russia-
related aircraft 
lessor losses, which 
are expected to take 
several years to 
resolve.

Aviation is one 
of several specialty 
classes to have 
been impacted by 
the conflict. Several 
other classes, such 
as marine, political 
risk, political 
violence and trade 
credit, are also likely 
to incur substantial 
claims from the event.

As Howden noted in its latest reinsurance sector 
report, while claims from the war will be manageable 
for the overall (re)insurance sector, the concentration of 
losses among premium-light lines of business will lead 
to disproportionate pain for those classes.

Preliminary expectations for total industry losses from 
the event suggest a bill of between $10bn and $20bn, 
although Swiss Re has notably said it anticipates losses 
will be at the bottom end of that range.

With approximately $2.4bn of losses disclosed by 
companies during the first half of the year, alongside a 
£1.1bn loss at Lloyd’s which likely contains some overlap 
with the individual company disclosures, there remains 
a long way to go to reach even the bottom end of the 

expected industry loss range.
As Howden noted in its report, an expected wave of 

further loss announcements did not materialise in the 
second quarter due to ongoing hostilities, making access 
for adjusters difficult, and there remains little additional 
clarity as to how aviation losses will develop.

Many of the carriers that have disclosed losses to 
date have not included aviation in their provisions. 

The extent of these 
losses, alongside 
the duration of the 
conflict, will ultimately 
determine how close the 
ultimate loss bill gets 
to preliminary market 
estimates. 

European reinsurance 
impact
Europe’s big four 
reinsurers accounted 
for more than one 
third of the $2.4bn of 
Russia-Ukraine reserves 
disclosed by companies 
during the first half of 
the year.

Hannover Re has reported the highest reserves to 
date for the conflict at €316mn, of which €186.2mn was 
recorded during the second quarter. 

Around two thirds of Hannover Re’s losses relate to 
physical damage-related covers for marine, political 
violence and war on land risks. Trade credit and political 
risk represent more than a quarter of the reinsurer’s 
losses with aviation and other classes accounting for 
“significantly below 10 percent”. 

Munich Re added €90mn of reserves related to the 
conflict in Q2, taking its total to €200mn – far below 
earlier projection from analysts that the reinsurer would 
book around €500mn of Russia-Ukraine reserves. 

The size of Munich Re’s ultimate losses will be 
determined by where Russia-related aircraft lessor 
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losses eventually land.
The reinsurer is exposed to the aircraft lessor losses 

through its majority backing of MGA Global Aerospace, 
which has the largest share of the slip on the all-risk 
cover for AerCap, the world’s largest aircraft lessor.

As The Insurer first reported, AerCap has submitted 
a $3.5bn claim on its ~$5bn all risks policy to recover 
losses related to its Russia-based aircraft.

However, Munich Re is understood to be confident that 
exclusions on all-risk policies will result in any Russia-
related aircraft lessor losses falling on the aviation war 
market, which may help explain its lower-than-expected 
reserve additions during the second quarter.

Both Scor and Swiss Re did not add any additional 
Russia-Ukraine reserves during the second quarter, 
maintaining their respective Q1 provisions of €85mn and 
$283mn. Swiss Re’s estimate includes a $129mn impact in 
its Corporate Solutions segment. 

London-listed carriers’ impacts “manageable”
Among London-listed insurance carriers, Hiscox saw 
only a modest $8mn increase in its loss reserves, taking 
total provisions to $48mn at the half-year point, of which 
$34mn was booked through its London Market unit.

Conduit Re also saw no change to its previously 
disclosed $24.6mn estimate, which includes exposures 
across its property and specialty books through war on 
land, marine war and aviation covers.

Beazley saw no change to its Q1 provisions of $50mn 
for the conflict, a figure which does not include claims 
for aircraft stranded in Russia as no losses have been 
incurred. However, the carrier has guided that it does not 
expect any material impacts should these claims arise, 
given the relatively small size of its aviation book.

Lancashire recorded reserves of $22mn for its Ukraine 
exposures during H1, towards the bottom end of its 
previous $20mn to $30mn guidance.

The big uncertainty for Lancashire is around its 
exposure to Russian aviation losses. Management has 
not yet been able to put a number on its exposure – 
describing the situation as “complex and fluid” – but 
KBW has suggested the carrier may incur a further 
~$80mn depending on how the Russia loss plays out.

For the majority of North American carriers, loss 
disclosures related to the conflict have to date not been 
outsized. 

Several Bermudian reinsurers have reported 
double-digit million-dollar reserves for the event, 
including Everest Re ($45mn), Axis Capital ($30mn) and 
RenaissanceRe ($24.9mn). 

Chubb’s Evan Greenberg said losses in H1 were “not 
large enough to call out – just a de minimis amount”. 
While he acknowledged Chubb will have more exposure 
to come, he said he was confident this would be 
contained within the group’s loss picks. 

Changing perceptions of risk
While assessing the quantum of Russia-Ukraine losses 
remains challenging, increasing confidence is emerging 
around the likelihood of very significant reinsurance rate 
rises for several of the most exposed lines, including 
aviation, marine and other specialty classes.

In aviation, for example, the expectation is that market 
dislocation will likely occur regardless of the ultimate 
quantum of losses, as Lancashire’s chief underwriting 
officer Paul Gregory explained during the group’s Q2 
earnings call.

“We are positive the market will change in Q4 – the 
level to which it will change we can’t say at the moment, 
but we do expect dislocation,” he explained.

“The reason we feel that it will change irrespective of 
what happens with Russia is that people’s perception of 
risk is different from before. And for me, perception of 
risk is generally what dislocates the market more than 
actual dollars of loss.”

Howden agreed with this sentiment in its latest 
reinsurance report, highlighting significant repricing 
of specialty treaties and a reassessment of composite 
covers ahead of 1 January, with expectations of 
continued rate hardening even if losses don’t occur 
during this year’s hurricane season.

With perceptions shifting across multiple business 
lines, rising confidence about the market opportunity in 
2023 has helped fuel a swathe of pre-emptions at Lloyd’s 
seeking double-digit stamp capacity increases for next 
year.
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Disclosed H1 Russia-Ukraine Reserves
Company H1 reserves Comments

€150mn During the group’s Q2 earnings call Allianz revealed it now has around €150mn of Russia-Ukraine losses impacting its underwriting 
results, mostly relating to its Allianz Trade unit

$85mn Claims received in H1 largely for political violence or political risk policies. Best estimate of losses is “heavily comprised” of IBNR, 
with “multiple reinsurance programs” available to respond to losses

$57mn Executives on first quarter earnings call said two thirds of Q1 cat losses stemmed from Russia-Ukraine, suggesting figure of $57mn. 
No additional losses disclosed during Q2

$15mn Russia-Ukraine losses added 7 points to Q2 combined ratio, which rose to 86 percent

€300mn Best estimate based on various scenarios weighted for probability, with “extremely few claims” received to date. Figure includes all 
lines where Axa XL is potentially exposed, most notably aviation

$30mn Axis’ insurance unit recorded $16mn of reserves related to the war in Q1 with a further $14mn in its reinsurance segment. No 
additional losses were booked in Q2

$50mn Relevant exposures potentially impacted sit within within political violence, trade credit, aviation and marine books. Russian 
aviation claims are excluded from total but not expected to be material

$39.6mn Covers direct exposures within its terrorism, casualty treaty, marine war, contingency and political and credit risk classes, along with 
potential secondary impacts. Brit does not write aviation business

$11mn Cincinnati Financial booked $11mn of reserves for the conflict during H1, including $6mn in Q2, with losses across its Cincinnati Re 
and Cincinnati Global units

$24.6mn Estimate includes exposures across its property and specialty books via war on land, marine war and aviation

$45mn “Everest Re booked $45mn of IBNR for the conflict during H1. The company said it had limited direct exposure to the event and 
expected any losses to have a manageable earnings impact

$70mn Fairfax companies booked $70mn of IBNR related to Russia-Ukraine during the first half of 2022, including $40mn during the second 
quarter. Brit separately disclosed it had a $39.6mn impact from the conflict in H1

$13.6mn Booked $13.6mn of Russia-Ukraine claims in Q1, adding 10.8 points to combined ratio. No additional losses booked in Q2

€316mn Approximately two thirds of losses for physical damage-related marine, political violence and war on land covers. Of the remaining 
losses, slightly more than a quarter are for trade credit and political risk losses with “significantly below 10 percent” accounted for 
by aviation and other classes

$27mn Modest direct exposure in the region with most exposures coming through syndicate at Lloyd’s, primarily through the political 
violence and credit and political risk book

$48mn $34mn of $48mn total attributable to Hiscox London Market, which saw 10 point impact on H1 combined ratio of 86.1 percent

$22mn Ukraine losses of $22mn booked in H1, at lower end of previous $22mn-$30mn guidance. Lancashire said it was continuing to monitor 
its exposure to losses in Russia, which remains a “complex and fluid situation”

$150mn Total loss exposure estimate fully booked in Q1 with no additions in Q2

$35mn Exposure primarily through business written through international insurance and reinsurance operations. Reserves are mostly for 
war and terrorism coverages written within marine and energy product lines, as well as trade credit and surety lines. Total reserves 
unchanged from Q1

¥14.8bn Booked within the first quarter of the financial year, mainly covering preliminary reserves for property and cargo classes

€200mn Munich Re reported €200mn of reserves during the first half of which €90mn was booked during the second quarter. This was significantly 
below analyst projections, with Jefferies having estimated the reinsurer would incur €400mn of Q2 losses related to the event

$50mn PartnerRe said minimal loss reporting from cedants received so far, but said it is continuing to evaluate and quantify the full extent 
of its impact

$75mn QBE booked $75mn of Russia-Ukraine losses in the first quarter which were unchanged in Q2

$24.9mn Reserves booked in casualty and specialty segment, adding 3.1 points to current accident year net claims and claims expenses in Q1. 
No changes in Q2

€85mn Scor reported €85mn of Russia-Ukraine losses in Q1, representing the best estimate of its losses related to the pandemic at the Q1 
stage. The reinsurer added no further provisions during Q2

$19mn SiriusPoint booked $19mn of Russia-Ukraine reserves in Q1 with no material development in Q2. Reserves recorded in reinsurance 
segment for political risk, trade credit and aviation lines

$11mn Booked in first quarter of 2022 financial year

$283mn Swiss Re booked $283mn of reserves in Q1 and did not adjust this during Q2. The figure includes a $129mn impact within its 
Corporate Solutions segment

¥4bn Exposure through the group’s international operations, primarily Tokio Marine Kiln

$44mn Initial $35mn of losses booked in Q1 with $9mn addition during second quarter
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The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) ran a test case 
in July 2020 with a group of eight sample insurers – Arch, 

Argenta, Ecclesiastical, Hiscox, MS Amlin, QBE, RSA and Zurich 
– in a bid to resolve the most common pandemic-related BI 
claims disputes between policyholders (typically SMEs) and 
insurers.

The Supreme Court later upheld the findings of the 
High Court, ruling largely in favour of policyholders in 
January 2021. Since then, UK insurers have paid out more 
than £1.35bn ($1.66bn) in interim and final settlements 
to more than 40,000 policyholders, according to the last 
publicly available data published by the FCA.

While the test case was successful in clarifying various 
issues common to many Covid-19 BI claims, there remain 
a number of areas of uncertainty created by the variety 
of policy wordings used and also the lack of legal clarity 
around their application, as demonstrated by the queue 
of high-profile disputes under scrutiny by the courts.

A spike in ‘smaller’ BI claims
The Insurer is aware of more than 16 live BI cases 
currently making their way through the UK court system.

However, several senior legal sources have told this 
publication that while some of the cases will “certainly 
provide answers” to untested areas of BI insurance, 
others are the product of “unscrupulous” lawyers and 
“dubious” law firms that have offered to represent 
smaller claimants in a manner that is more akin to the 
personal injury or payment protection insurance (PPI) 
market.

“It is important to note that all of these claims have 
legal merit but it is certainly true to say that some have 
only been filed as the result of certain solicitors acting 
in a somewhat dubious manner and farming claims,” a 
senior legal source said.

“The current landscape of BI litigation in the UK is 

reminiscent of what you’d expect in the personal injury 
arena or a claim against mis-sold PPI.”

A second source noted that there has been a 
“notable spike” in claims filed in recent weeks following 
restaurant chain Corbin & King’s high-profile victory in 
its legal battle with Axa UK in February.

The High Court ruled that Corbin & King, the owner 
of upmarket London restaurants The Wolseley and The 
Delaunay, was entitled to receive a payout for losses 
incurred at each of its premises following government-
mandated closures in March, September and November 
2020.

The judgment was significant as it provided clarity on 
the proper application of non-damage denial of access 
wordings and policy limits in cases where there are 
multiple insureds and numerous premises affected by 
lockdown regulations.

“It’s fair to say that the judgment has given certain 
policyholders, especially those in hospitality, renewed 
hope that their policies will pay out whether there is 
legal merit to their claim or not,” one source said.

“While the outcome for Corbin & King gave 
policyholders cause for optimism, it was never going to 
be a silver bullet and this has given rise to the sudden 
surge in claims we’re seeing materialise.”

More recently, UK restaurant chain PizzaExpress has 
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filed a suit against Liberty Mutual and Axa, while The 
Insurer reported in July that Liberty Mutual also faces 
a suit brought by a group of six hotels – including 
branches of the popular Hilton and Crowne Plaza chains. 
There are further suits brought by hospitality companies 
against QIC Europe and the UK arm of HDI Global.

UK grouped cases remain the bellwether for BI 
litigation
So great is the continuing volume of litigation that the 
UK’s Commercial Court has grouped together a series 
of live disputes which it deems as noteworthy under 
a sub-list directed by Justice Butcher, 
with support from his colleague Justice 
Cockerill. 

Corbin & King v Axa was one of these 
grouped cases. Three further cases, 
each arising out of the Marsh Resilience 
wording, raise at least some of the same 
issues, and while not being consolidated 
or heard together, are being managed in a 
coordinated way by the courts.

The Marsh Resilience wording – a policy 
aimed at restaurant owners which came 
under the spotlight during the FCA test 
case – has been recently scrutinised 
by the Commercial Court in pub giant 
Stonegate’s £1.1bn action against MS Amlin, 
Liberty Mutual and Zurich, baker Greggs’ 
£150mn suit against Zurich and Various Eateries’ case 
against Allianz – all of which were subject to so-called 
stage 1 trials between 13 June 2022 and 29 July 2022.

The smaller case of Altrincham Association Football 
Club v Axa is also included under the grouped cases 
and sees the semi-professional football club seek 
£250,000 plus interest after it was forced to close from 
March 2020 to June 2021. Directions have been given for 
a trial to commence sometime after 27 February 2023.

The disruption the lockdowns caused to football 
in the UK has also spawned a UK legal action from a 
coalition of some of England’s biggest football clubs 

against six insurers – Allianz, Aviva, CNA, Liberty 
Mutual, MS Amlin and Zurich. While this is not currently 
included under the grouped cases, sources have 
estimated the action could ultimately cost the industry 
hundreds of millions of pounds if its defence proves 
leaky.

However, it is Stonegate’s legal claim that remains 
front of mind within the insurance sector. With 
judgment anticipated later this year, the main issue is 
around aggregation and whether the losses claimed 
constituted a single business loss or more. 

The pub group is arguing each of its circa 760 
UK locations suffered a covered loss, 
equating to a £2.5mn payout per 
location. Its insurers do not dispute 
that the policies should have paid out, 
but contend their liability is limited to 
£17.5mn, of which £14.5mn has already 
been paid.

The case has been described by 
lawyers on both sides of the bench as 
one of the “most significant” BI cases 
to be examined following the test case 
judgment as it tackles four key issues of 
principle: aggregation, causation of post-
policy period losses, increased operating 
costs and the impact of government 
support.

“A victory in Stonegate’s favour 
would not only show a clear trend resulting from the 
court cases which look to be extending the scope 
of coverage, but would also clarify four of the more 
significant issues remaining in BI litigation,” a source 
said.

“Whatever the verdict, policyholders and insurers 
should be thinking carefully about the need and 
reasons for pursuing cases all the way to court. 
Whilst there are further significant Covid business 
interruption cases listed for trial in July, we are already 
benefiting from a number of decisions which provide 
valuable guidance.”
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Notable UK business interruption legal disputes
Date Claimant Insurer Notes

13 – 29 June The UK’s largest pub group is seeking £845mn from the insurers. Tipped by legal sources as being a bellwether 
for future claims. 
Key issues:
- Aggregation of loss
- Causation of post policy period losses 
- The treatment of increased operating costs
- The impact of government support

04 – 07 July Greggs says it is owed £150mn for BI losses. Zurich says it should be £2.5mn. 
Key issues:
- The treatment of costs associated with public relations crisis management
- The treatment of UK government support

11 – 14 July The owner of UK restaurants Coppa Club and Tavolino is seeking up to £16.4mn. 
Key issues:
- Aggregation of loss
- Covid-19 as a single or multiple ‘event’

November 
2022

London-based Lumi Power Yoga is suing Covea for losses of more than £300,000 which it claims to have cover 
for. 
Key issues:   
- Treatment of ‘the occurrence at the premises’ 
- What is the agreed test of causation 
- how the indemnity period is to be calculated

February 
2023

The semi-professional football club is suing Axa, claiming it is owed £250,000 plus interest after it was forced to 
close from March 2020 to June 2021. 
Key issues:
- ‘at the premises’ clauses
- Covid-19 as a single or multiple ‘event’

No date set London-based private healthcare provider Smart Medical Clinics Ltd is seeking more than £1mn from insurer 
Chubb.
Key issues:
- ‘Use of the premises’ clauses
- Treatment of exclusions for “atypical pneumonia”
- Covid-19 at the premises

No date set CG Restaurants & Bars, the owner of cocktail bar chain Dirty Martini, has filed a £4mn legal claim against QEL.
Key issues:
- Cover for multiple indemnity periods
- The treatment of RSA3

No date set

and others
 

Some of the UK’s biggest football clubs – including Arsenal, Liverpool, Tottenham Hotspur and West Ham – have 
launched a legal action against six insurers.
Key issues:
- Aggregation of loss
- Cover for multiple indemnity periods
- Interpretation of ‘Single Business Interruption Loss’
- The treatment of increased operating costs
- The treatment of RSA3

No date set
        

A group of six hotels – including branches of the popular Hilton and Crowne Plaza chains – are suing the UK arm 
of Liberty Mutual. 
Key issues:  
- Aggregation of loss
- Cover for multiple indemnity periods

No date set

 Bookcash Trading
Agenbite

UK restaurant chain PizzaExpress has filed a lawsuit against Liberty Mutual and Axa.
Key issues:  
- Aggregation of loss
- Cover for multiple indemnity periods

No date set UK haulage firm Gregory Distribution is seeking circa £8mn from the European arm of Allied World. 
Key issues: 
- The treatment of increased operating costs 
- The impact of government support

No date set MGU Eaton Gate is being sued by the owner of a London strip club for breach of contract by not paying out BI 
claims associated with the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Key issues: 
- Dispute over two in-force policies
- Cover for multiple indemnity periods

No date set Kaizen Cuisine Ltd
My Time Fine Faire Ltd
Umberto’s Restaurant 
Ltd 

A group of UK restaurant owners have filed a legal claim against the UK arm of HDI Global.
Key issues: 
- A group action for SMEs with the same wording 
- Covid-19 “at the premises”  
- Application of “Medical Officer for the Public Authority”

Source: The Insurer
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The insurance market has undergone its most serious 
dislocation since the financial crisis. 

Inflation is rising to levels not seen even by senior 
members of our industry in their working lifetimes; 
bonds and equities have fallen in tandem 
for the first time since the early 1980s. 
Largely as a result of this, dedicated 
reinsurance capital fell by 11 percent in the 
first half of the year, and primary insurance 
capital potentially further. This coalescence 
of events is creating capacity constraints 
which mean rates on line are continuing 
to rise in most geographies and lines of 
business.

What does this mean for the future 
development of the insurance market? 
Those longest in the tooth will be able 
to draw on memories of hard markets 
past, which in itself is a valuable resource. 
However, there are two outstanding 
questions: where is the data and where 
are the analytic tools to enable us to navigate this new 
phase of the cycle?

The insurance data gap
The insurance industry has so far lagged behind other 
financial markets in its ability to access in-depth, 
homogenous market data and analytical innovation. In 
other capital markets, historic pricing of thousands of 
assets, commodities and derivatives is available with 
a few keystrokes. While this kind of information exists 
in certain areas of insurance, it is either fragmented 
into specific markets or jealously guarded by individual 
entities. And who can blame them? Data and analytics 
are a hugely valuable tool in navigating this market 
dislocation.

Howden’s Nova platform provides this much-needed 
industry data and analytics access and capability. It 
draws on all publicly available historical data, is updated 
continually with new inputs and provides rapid analyses 

and comparisons of pricing, profit, claims and buyer 
behaviour across generic and specific insurance lines.

Naturally, we believe Nova can become an industry 
standard. But you don’t have to be as enthusiastic about 
Nova as we are to recognise that data is our industry’s 
greatest untapped resource.

Analytics provides the edge
Perfect decision-making is not possible, but with the 
right information and the right analytic tools, decisions 

improve. The direction of markets and 
likely longevity of market cycles – including 
the current one – can be better understood 
with accurate data and intelligent analysis.

Excess profits are usually generated 
by taking informed, often contrarian 
positions. The right information and 
analysis can identify these opportunities 
and ‘white spaces’ before the consensus 
catches up.

Benchmarking can be improved, 
especially outside of the homogeneity 
of the US yellow book. Identifying key 
metrics, such as how peer companies are 
actually performing in different markets, 
becomes straightforward with hundreds of 
data sources and near perfectly consistent 

financial models accessible through a digital platform.
Likewise, in volatile asset markets, counterparty 

credit becomes a critical issue. Data and analysis make 
counterparty risk assessments less of an art and more of 
a science. Cedants can upload their entire reinsurance 
panel to Nova and monitor it as information is updated.

These applications are just a taste of what is already 
possible. The potential uses are endless, and advances 
in machine learning and AI will unlock even more 
opportunities.

Charting a smoother course
The history of insurance is one of cycles, and that will 
not change. But data and analytics are becoming ever 
more essential to understanding how these cycles work 
and to identifying the challenges and opportunities they 
offer. With Nova, the sector’s premier market insights 
platform, these opportunities can be seen in better 
focus.

Insurance in the data age

The history of insurance 
is one of cycles, and that 
will not change. But data 

and analytics are becoming 
ever more essential to 

understanding how these 
cycles work and to identifying 

the challenges and 
opportunities they offer

David Flandro 
is head of 
analytics 
and Michelle 
To is head 
of business 
intelligence at 
Howden

The sector has sailed into some stormy weather. 
Howden’s David Flandro and Michelle To highlight 
how data and analytics are essential to chart a course 
to a smoother future
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Every time you turn on the news, it seems like there is 
something happening that would keep an insurance 

professional awake at night.
The considerable number of uncertain events over 

the past few years, from the pandemic to the situation 
in Ukraine and beyond, has left much of the industry 
wondering if volatility is the new normal and prompts 
questions around how to thrive in such an 
environment.

From a property catastrophe 
perspective, the frequency and impact 
of natural catastrophes continues to 
be less predictable than previously 
modelled. Floods, wildfires and cyclone 
events certainly seem more frequent and 
devastating by the year.

In addition, we expect that the 
extremities of the current geopolitical 
environment will continue for the 
foreseeable future which will have a wide-
ranging impact.

Topping off the list is inflation, which is 
driving up the cost of claims in many lines 
of business. And again, this hasn’t been 
limited to a particular country as it has in 
the past. 

We can expect the costs of claims to continue to rise 
for the foreseeable and for the industry to be paying 
claims that are much higher than predicted. 

For example, supply chain issues have meant we 
have seen rebuild costs rise along with an increase in 
property values that will push up the costs of property 
claims.

We have always dealt with uncertainty but what has 
made the impact of events over the past few years feel 
so different for insurers and reinsurers is that it has 
been systemic across the globe rather than isolated to a 

regional territory or line of business.
The key issue for insurers is not that there are more 

events happening, but that they have a multiplied effect 
for the industry more than ever before. Our clients have 
more global footprints than in the past.

It is a tough environment, but there is opportunity for 
those in the insurance industry who are prepared to do 

things a little differently than in the past 
and lean into the uncertainty to come. Now 
is the time to focus on being agile. Rather 
than trying to pinpoint what is next, we 
should be ready to adapt and be prepared 
to react.

To achieve this, you have to acknowledge 
that you will need to deal with ambiguity. 
We can’t rely as much on past data and 
modelling to predict what is to come and 
we need to become comfortable with that 
uncertainty.

Make sure to look outside your business 
and take new ideas and learnings on 
board. What worked in the past for your 
organisation may not be the best solution 
moving forward. Look for ways to make 
uncertainty less impactful on your portfolio. 

A healthy spread of risk across a wide range of 
geographies and business areas can help lessen the 
shock of an event, even in today’s systemic environment.

At QBE Re, we can bring a global and cross-sectional 
view to what our clients are facing today. We’ve recently 
reshaped our business so that it is simpler to deal 
with and can more readily meet broker and client 
expectations. 

As a reinsurer, we are more joined up than ever and 
our size allows us to be adaptable, but we also have 
the benefit of being part of a large global organisation 
under the QBE group.

Leaning into uncertainty

We have always dealt with 
uncertainty but what has 

made the impact of events 
over the past few years feel 
so different for insurers and 
reinsurers is that it has been 

systemic across the globe 
rather than isolated to a 

regional territory or line of 
business

Peter Wilkins 
is chief 
underwriting 
officer at  
QBE Re

QBE Re’s Peter Wilkins highlights the importance of being agile in an uncertain environment
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The insurance industry is uniquely positioned to facilitate 
and accelerate clients’ transition towards a more 

sustainable, greener future. There is also a commercial 
imperative for insurers to act, benefiting from greater 
commercial opportunities, driving customer retention and 
enhancing their reputation. 

Transition creates opportunities 
for innovative growth across existing 
sectors, including high-carbon sectors 
seeking to employ new technologies 
to rapidly transition, and new sectors 
driving climate-positive solutions. To 
support clients’ transition to a low-
carbon economy, insurers will need to 
employ strategies beyond the scope of 
traditional underwriting. Insurers can 
take tangible steps now to enhance their 
capabilities and support clients’ transition in three 
key areas: coverage and product innovation, cross-
industry collaboration and advisory through becoming 
a transition partner to clients.

The innovative nature of new green solutions often 
leads to new risk profiles. This creates an immediate 
need for product innovation and green technology 
solutions, utilising the insurance industry’s deep cross-
sector expertise. Insurers are already supporting new 
green industries and infrastructure, such as renewable 
energy and onshore wind farms with warranty and 
services contracts. The shift towards using more 
sustainable materials, new construction methods and 
alternative energy will further increase demand for 

new products. To meet this demand, insurers must 
understand the transition pathways of critical sectors 
and develop their product offerings beyond what is 
available today to help remove barriers to transition.

To understand and help clients navigate the 
changing risk profile of green assets and respond 
with appropriate insurance cover, insurers must work 
closely with energy companies, technology firms and 

research institutions to share their risk 
expertise and data insights. A combined, 
cross-industry approach to modelling risk 
can enable a deeper understanding of key 
protection gaps where specialist products 
and enhanced risk management solutions 
may be required. There is significant 
opportunity to form early alliances to 
harness market talent and collaborate to 
drive innovation and build the capabilities 
needed to help clients’ transition to net 
zero.

Through cross-sector partnerships, insurers can 
harness a wealth of knowledge available within the 
wider ecosystem. These insights lead to a deeper 
understanding of clients’ environmental exposures, 
vision and plans to evolve their business models 
towards more sustainable solutions. This provides 
insurers with the opportunity to strengthen client 
relationships by positioning themselves as a key 
transition partner, aligning products to what matters 
most to clients and advising them throughout their 
transition journeys. Those that succeed will become 
meaningful business partners for their clients, enabling 
the scale and pace of ambition, while accelerating the 
global transition towards a more sustainable world.

Time for insurers to lean in to transition 
and support greening of global economy

To support clients’ transition 
to a low-carbon economy, 

insurers will need to employ 
strategies beyond the scope 
of traditional underwriting

Isabelle 
Santenac 
is EY global 
insurance 
leader

EY’s Isabelle Santenac highlights how insurers can be 
enablers of the transition to a low-carbon economy
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An uncertain geopolitical situation and the impact of 
climate-related damage and disasters over recent 

years have left the insurance industry and its clients facing 
unprecedented challenges not seen for a generation. 

This has coincided with the persistent rise in inflation 
across developed markets, as central banks look to 
manage interest rate rises amid a looming cost of living 
crisis that shows no signs of slowing down against the 
backdrop of spiralling energy costs.

The inflationary challenge highlights the long-running 
issue of asset valuations, which too often are not carried 
out with the necessary frequency and vigour.

Asset valuations become outdated even more rapidly 
in an inflationary environment, increasing the risk of 
cover failing to meet losses. Rising valuations in most 
cases mean rising premiums, but none of us can afford 
to dodge those difficult conversations needed to ensure 
clients are adequately protected, with wordings under 
increased scrutiny and soft coverages and 
associated costs more likely to be restricted 
or excluded.

Business interruption coverage – 
learning the lessons from Covid
The rise in inflation stems in large part 
from rising energy costs, exacerbated by 
the situation in Ukraine. And the energy 
crisis is bringing with it further risks for the 
industry and its clients. In some leading economies, talk 
has already turned to the possibility of energy rationing. 

As well as having a direct impact on a clients’ business, 
restrictions on energy use will have unpredictable 
consequences across supply chains.

Once again, business interruption coverage becomes a 
major factor. The Covid crisis saw business interruption 
claims become the subject of regulatory interventions 
and legal challenges, all of which should have been a 
wake-up call. 

Preparing for the possibility of interruptions due to 
energy rationing should be one of the priorities and 
brokers will need to identify the best solutions with 
carriers that provide the broadest coverage in the event 
of a failure of third-party utility services. 

Lessons from the past point yet again to clients being 
heavily dependent upon their brokers for guidance to 
navigate these issues, as the industry comes together to 

deal with these challenges and avoid any further hits to 
its credibility. Brokers across the chain from the direct 
side all the way to facultative reinsurance have a role to 
play.

Uncertain times call for an experienced hand
The current state of the global economy, geopolitics and, 
of course, the rising incidence of catastrophe claims 
stemming from climate change effects have made the 
world a more uncertain and fragile environment.

To serve clients effectively, brokers must be more than 
just transactional agents. Pricing matters, but it is only 
part of the equation. To succeed, we must be providing a 
more sophisticated service, underpinned by data-driven 
technology.

This is a particular challenge given recent history. 
An extended soft market period means the currently 
hardening prices are a new experience for many clients 

and indeed for younger professionals in 
our industry. Addressing the challenges, 
particularly inflation, requires innovative 
responses. It also requires professionals 
with significant experience.

At Acrisure Re, our most senior executives 
are intimately involved in day-to-day 
activities – in guiding and advising clients. 
All executives must get comfortable with 
using technology and data because the 

issues we face require detailed and complex analysis of 
risks, both scientific and economic.

Sadly, (at time of publication) the conflict in Ukraine 
shows little sign of resolution in the near future. The 
uncertainty will continue, coupled with the ongoing 
inflationary risks to valuations, premiums and claims in 
parallel to the continuous threat of disruption to business 
operations and supply chains.

Our industry’s role, across the spectrum, is to help 
clients prepare for that uncertainty – indeed this is the 
very essence of our existence. More than ever, we need 
to support our clients, not just with short-term pricing 
solutions, but with a holistic view of their businesses to 
help mitigate, manage and provide the right solutions, 
bringing to bear past experiences. We face economic 
challenges unseen for a generation. Now our industry has 
an opportunity to show its mettle and demonstrate the 
essential value we can provide.

Inflation, business interruption and 
uncertainty will put our industry on its mettle

To serve clients effectively, 
brokers must be more than 

just transactional agents

Ghassan 
Mansour 
is head of 
international 
facultative 
reinsurance at 
Acrisure Re

The global economy faces challenges not seen for a generation. As inflation rises and geopolitical uncertainty 
continues, Acrisure Re’s Ghassan Mansour believes clients will need expert guidance more than ever
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Cyber risk is not new, or stationary, it is complex and 
evolving. But for all its complexity, like most things 

human, cyber risk follows a cyclical pattern. New risks may 
emerge, but the vast majority of risks are just old threats  
re-imagined for a new age.

WannaCry and NotPetya still cast a heavy shadow 
over us five years on but older readers will agree these 
are mere shadows compared to the chaos 
caused by Conficker, Melissa, ILOVEYOU 
and SQL Slammer in the early 2000s. 

This older generation of malware 
worms was significantly more potent 
but came at a time when both their 
recognition and insurable impact were 
considerably moderated as corporate and 
business processes were far less digitised 
– in an age before the evolution of cyber 
insurance.

From these older-generation threats 
through to more recent events with 
WannaCry and NotPetya, what do we 
know now, what have we learned, and 
what has changed?

The threat of systemic malware/ransomware still 
drives the risk we face. Some worry about cloud 
outages but compared to the impacts of these attacks 
this is mainly “observation bias” as it is easy to picture 
a cloud outage. Compared to malware/ransomware, 
cloud outages are a second-tier peril. 

The good news is the absence of significant malware/
ransomware events since WannaCry and NotPetya, but 
like hurricanes spiralling around the Atlantic without 
making landfall, we’ve had a selection of headline-
grabbing near misses or glancing blows. The last 18 
months alone saw SolarWinds, the Microsoft Exchange 
vulnerability, Kaseya, Blackbaud and, most notably, 
Log4Shell.

The recent near misses show that when a 
vulnerability exists it doesn’t mean it will be exploited, 
or that it is easy to successfully exploit vulnerabilities 
in a way that can be automated or “wormable”. Threat 
actors might not want to cause significant amounts of 
harm, and corporates may urgently mitigate the risk if 
the threat is so great.

So, what has changed since WannaCry? 
Ransomware is now a mainstream threat. 
Across all walks of life, we hear about 
it, with regularity and fear – it is not 
some niche risk constrained to the IT 
security industry. Boards now cite cyber 
risk as a top concern to invest in and 
mitigate; it is not the sole concern of the 
“IT guy”, it is a risk an entire business 
understands. Training, controls, password 
management and network segmentation 
are now everyday terms, and it is not just 
corporates that have stepped up but wider 
society too. 

The news is not so good on the 
threat actor side. Rewards have grown alongside 
their investment and capability, and they have 
professionalised – criminal groups are well-oiled 
machines run like proper businesses, while nation 
states are also pouring in resources to develop their 
offensive and defensive capability

What can insurers do? The insurance adage “the past 
is a guide to the future” does not apply for an ever-
changing risk – history and stats cannot be used to 
make meaningful models to quantify tomorrow’s risk.  

At RMS we’ve been busy developing the capability to 
model the “physics” of cyber risk – what makes the risk 
emerge and what mitigates it. Understanding both the 
severity of losses and the frequency of events helps 
navigate the risk landscape.

Five years on: The shadow 
of WannaCry and NotPetya

Ransomware is now a 
mainstream threat. Across all 
walks of life, we hear about 
it, with regularity and fear 
– it is not some niche risk 

constrained to the IT security 
industry

Matt Harrison, 
director, RMS

RMS’ Matt Harrison examines how the cyber risk landscape has evolved over the past five years
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Two years ago, Russell Group hosted a virtual roundtable 
discussion entitled “Insuring the Uninsurable”, which 

concluded that corporate and insurance language needs to 
be aligned in order to cover the loss rather than discussing 
the cause of the loss.

In July 2022, Russell followed up with an event 
entitled “How the insurance industry can assist 
corporate connected risk needs?” According to 
the preamble for this event, for more than 30 
years globalisation has created complex business 
relationships for the successful flow of trade around 
the world. This has enabled frictionless trade across 
the world but has also created contagion paths that 
expose the same trade to connected risk, as trade, risk 
and exposure are truly borderless.

The event panellists included:
• Andreas Berger, CEO, Swiss Re Corporate Solutions
• David Howden, CEO, Howden Group
• Navaid Farooq, head of political risks and strategic 

risk solutions, Convex Insurance
• James Straker-Nesbit, insurance manager, Virgin 

Atlantic
• Lisa Coomber, senior group insurance manager, 

Vodafone
• David Broughton, head of insurance risk, Centrica
• Brendan Plessis, EVP, strategic distribution and 

development, Sompo International
• Suki Basi, managing director, Russell Group

The panellists debated the geopolitical impacts and 
lessons of Ukraine and Covid-19, which have taught 
us that the (re)insurance industry must think outside 
of traditional industry silos, collaborate and use 
its imagination to create solutions which protect 
corporate balance sheets from the threat of connected 
risk. Those were the conclusions of an event involving 
some of the leading lights in the world of (re)insurance 
and risk management.

There is opportunity to synthesise (re)insurers’ 
and corporates’ needs , through the use of timely and 
granular exposure information. We need to combine 

all these needs into a whole, coherent market-wide 
approach. 

We must build a new market whose individual 
participants’ combined reputation and capital strength 
can start to achieve tangible transformation. Russell 
coined the phrase connected risk some years ago. We 
are providing answers that aid our understanding of 
this concept, which is key to sustainable and successful 
operations.

Almost 30 years of Russell thinking, delivery and 
collaboration on exposure management has led the 
business to a new phase in its journey with clients. The 
old ways of doing business are transforming – now is 
the time for imaginative solutions. To ensure future 
corporate viability, we need collaborative solutions 
that are outcome-based and fuelled by holistic data 
analytics. There is a requirement for a practical 
action plan whose purpose is to achieve tangible 
transformation that the market can sign up to. 

This event was the latest of a series of meetings 
designed to foster connected risk market collaboration. 
The main output of the event discussion resulted in 10 
themes that the Russell Working Group, in partnership 
with a select group of insurance carriers and brokers, 
will explore in more detail going forward:

1. (Re)insurers and corporates are siloed
2. The talent gap
3. Finding capital
4. Delivering innovation to address capital risk
5. Creating connected outcomes
6. Aligning insurer solutions to business growth
7. Climate change
8. Need to rethink insurance
9. How do we recognise the correct data?
10. An approach that is shock resilient

In tomorrow’s article we will focus in more depth on 
these top 10 themes.

Visit russell.co.uk/our-case-studies to download your 
free copy.

How can the insurance industry assist 
corporate connected risk needs? 

Suki Basi, 
managing 
director at 
Russell Group

Russell Group’s Suki Basi highlights progress in addressing the challenges posed by connected risk
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